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Since the macroscopic analysis of the interactions of eye-eolour genes in Drosophila is
of a subjective nature, the data obtained in snell a study must be SUplilcmentcd and
confirmed by a more objective test, viz. the quantitative measurement of the pigments.
This technique is based on, and closely related to, the study of the chemical properties
and structure of the red and the brown pigments of the wild-type eye. To obtain a perspea.
give of the data which have accumulated in the different lines of research related to the
above-mentioned experimenta,1 techniques, the following may be mentioned as being bhe
most important.
(1) Chemical study of the pigment components has proceeded in two independent
directions: first, a study of their properties and struetm'e, and secondly, a study of ~he
intermediate products involved in their production, i.e. the reaction chain between th~
genes and the final products.
Of the chemical nature Hertweck (1931) mentioned t h a t the red pigment of the wild-type
is not a carotin because of its insolubility in acetone, chloroform, benzol and M)soluge
alcohol, while it is not a melanin because of its insolubility in acids. Sehultz (1932, 1935}
summarized his studies as follows : three pigments are determinable, being Soluble in wager
but insoluble in organic solvents; they form esters, are o'f tow molecular weight, form
insoluble salts with mercury and silver, are easily oxidized to eolom'less forms by hydrogen
pero~de, and are pH indicators. The red and yellow pigments are closely related and form
a reversible oxidation-reduction system; under cetSain conditions they may be irreversibly
changed into a brown pigment. Mainx (1938), on the other hand, found that although
the eye pigment is completely insoluble in the usual organic solvents, the two component~
show differing solubilities in water, the red being soluble while the brown is insoluble.
I-Ie further stated t h a t the red component as a pH indicator is yellow in acid solutions and
reversibly changed to red in alkaline solutions; the brown component is insoluble in
boiling water or acids but loses eolotu' irreversibly after the addition of alkali. I-fis data
were confirmed by Ephrussi & Herold (1944), who add that the extracted red componen~
is in a state of maximmn oxidation and of an orange colour in acid solution, but when
reduced the solution becomes eolourless.
As regards the chemical structure of the eye pigments the picture is still obscure, though
Maas (1948) suggests the qninone-like nature of the red component, l-VIorework has besn
done on the brown component and, just prior to his death, Becket (1989, 19~t2) initiat~t
an investigation on its chemical nature and relationships. He confirmed the results ah'eady
known as regards the properties of the pigments as pH and oxidation-redaction indicators,
but added that the brown component m a y be dissolved in 2~-I-IC1. The pigments are of
a small molecular size and are bound to a protein carrier; they contain a high pereent,~ge
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of~i~rogen. Becker placed the brown pigment in a new group of insect pigments, called
0mmatins, but excluded the red pigment from this group because of its solubility in water
aild its stability in alkali.
The second line of research on the chemical natm'e of the pigments concerns the genecontrolled substances, i.e. those substances which form intermediate links between genes
and the final eye eolour. Specifically this has been the study of the reaction chain leading
fromthe synthesis of diffusible or hormone-like substances to the production of the brown
component. Apparently the origill of the red component is intracellular, at least the
prel~ise has been t h a t the genes for its production act in sitz~, or show atttonomous a.ction.
~?herelevant facts of the gm~e-controlled reactions are the :following. The production of
a diffusible hormone-like substance was demonstrated as follows: imaginal eye disks of
a vermilion (v) la~rva were transplanted into the body cavity of a wild-type larva, where
they developed into adult eyes without forming a connexion with the tissues of the host
and developed the wild-type eye eolom: instead of the mutant vermilion (Beadle &
l~phrttssi, 193~i). In addition, it was found t h a t cinnabar (on), which is a bright red eye
colourresembling vermilion, is also non-autonomous or dependent in its action, since eye
disks of dmlabar larvae transplanted into wild-type hosts also develop the wild-type red
eye colour, lgxtensimt of this work by fltrther transplantations produced the following
(a) vermilion disk into cinnabar host develops wild-type eye eolour,
(b) dnnaba,' disk into vernfilion host, develops cinnabar eye colour,
(c) wild-type disk into vermilion or cinnabar host develops wild-type eye colour.
From these data it was concluded that the lymph of the wild-type host contains substances inducing these changes, one for the change of vermilion into wild-type coloration
and anothe,' for the change of cinnabar into wild-type; these substances were called the
v+and cn+ hormones respectively. It thus became evident that the lymph of the wild-type
contains bot,h substances, the lymph of the cinnabar mutant tufty v +, and the lymph of
the vermilion mutant neither of the two hormones; in the case of the vermilion transplant
intothe cinnabar host forming the wild-type pigment, the host supplies v+ to the vermilion
implant which then produces its own cn +. The final conclusion was that the two substances
were formed in a chain of reactions -+v+-->cn+. The ability to convert v + into on+ in the
vermilion fly is not affected by the loss of capacity to form v+ (Beadle & Ephrussi, 1937).
It was raft, her shown that the v+ hormone diffuses into the lymph after being formed in
the galpighian tubules, the fat bodies and the eye tissues, while the c~,+ hormone is
formed only il, the Nalpighian tubules and the eye tissues. The compound mutant
vermilion-In.own has white eyes and is used as a, detector ]arv~; it was tbund that when
a cinnabar eye disk is transplanted into such a host the iml?lant causes the host eye to
darken, t,hus proving that v + is released by the cinnabar (Beadle & Ep~'ussi, 1937).
Afurther supplementary proof of the diffusion of these substances was found; the lyml?h
of the wild-type or the cinnabar m.ntant was injected into the above-named detector
larvae in which they caused the eye eolour to darken (Beadle, Clarity & F,phrnssi, 1937).
The next step was the isolation of the diffusible substances. It was found that the v +
hormone is not species-spedific but that a similar substance, active in modifying the pigmentat,ion of DrosoThila, is present in the lymph of different insects such as Bo~nbyx and
~phestia (Beadle, Anderson & ~faxwell, 1938). From Calliphore larvae such a substance
was extracted which was soluble in water and ethyl alcohol, was heat-stable, dialysable,
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unstable in acids and alkalis, could not be extracted in the usual organic solveuts SUch
as ether and chloroform, and was of low molecular weight (Khouvine, Ephrussi & Harnley,
1936 ; Tatum & Beadle, 1938). Evidence for the chemical identity of the v + hormone ~vas
then found by the discovery that a certain Bacillus species synthesizes a substance ~vigh
the properties of v+ when grown on a medium containing tryptophane (Tatum, 1939).
The final stages in this line of research were the identification of v+ with kynurenin
(Butenandt, Weidel & Becker, 1940) and the announcement of the probable reacti0~
chain, starting from tryptophane and ending in the brown pigment (Kikkawa, 1941).
Kynm:enin was found as the active principle in cinnabar but not in vermilion larvae, and
the reaction chain was thought to be as follows:
oxideation
oxidM;ion
tryptophane
-> a - o x y t r y p t o p h a n e - - - >
kynurenin (v+)
oxidt~i;ion
~- chromogen (on +) . . . . . .
brown pigment.
The mutant genes v and cn were thus thought to suppress respectively the format,ion of
the normal oxidizing enzymes entering into the reaction chain of the formation of ~he
brown pigment at the appropriate stages.
(2) In the attempt to determine the action of the different mutant genes in modifying
the eye pigment of D~'osolJ]dla it was realized that the quantitative determinat, iou of
pigments should be able to lead to the identification of some of the attributes of gene
action--a signpost to the underlying biochemical reactions. Three different lines of research
have played a part in this attempt:
(i) No extraction of the pigment but the detern~ination of pigment concentrat, ion, in
situ, by reflexion spectrophotometry.
(ii) The differential extraction of the pigments by means of suitable solvents and $he
determination of concentrations by means of spectrophotometry.
(iii) The extraction and separation of pigments by chromatography and their quantitative determination by spectrophotometry.
In the first category falls work sach as that done by Van A t t a & Van Atta ([931).
Theh" method consisted of the comparison of any two eye colours by the analysis of ~he
wave-length distributions of reflected light obtained by means of spectrum photographs.
Due to m a n y technical ditfieulties involved in such a technique the quantitative d a ~ are,
however, incommensm'ate, a fact which has become more evident after the presence of
two components in the eye pigment had been demonstrated.
In the second category the earliest work .yielded data which are vitiated by t,he fact
that the differential solubilities of the two pigments were disregarded. Thus Sehul~z
(1932, 1935) published data based on aqueous solutions of pigments, i.e. a red pigment
with lnaximum absorption at 470 mix in acid and 500 mix in alkali, and a yellow pigmen~
with absorption maximmn at 410 mix in acid solution. With the use of more or less differential solvents, acidified ethyl and acidified methyl alcohol, the first significant data
were obtained by Clancy (1942) and Ephrussi & J~ierold (1944), whose techniques and
da.ta will be discussed in due course in relation to the methods employed, and data obt,ained,
in the present study. In later work some indications were found that the red pigmen~ is
composed of a mixture of several, slightly different, components.
In the third category fall a few studies of eye pigments made by means of the cbroma~0"
graphic differential extraction method. Wald & Allen (1946) chromatographed aq,eouS
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extracts of eye pigments on columns of talc and found a separation of the red component
i~to a~ least three bands, two of which were probably subdivided. Mars (194=8) used the
c~omagographic method, combined with a method of differential solution and extraction,
and found the red component to be com]?osed of three members, viz. a red, a yellow and
a. colourless constituent, which are very similar in chemical and physical properties, but
differ in adsorption behaviour, absorption spectra, ~nd solubility.
On considering these experimental data on the eye pigmentation of D'rosophih~ it
becomes evident that tbis developmental process would be expected to yield significant
contributions to the study of gone action. The action of a gsne takes place in a material
system, and evidently reactions of genes are mainly biochemical reactions, leading to the
formation of the phenogype or externally visible character. Since we do not know the
chemical structure of the gone, in the attem]?t to elucidate these biochemical reactions
we have to work backward to primary gone action by following the developmental stages
intervening between gone and finished product. The modern theory of gsne action is that
a gone controls a biochemical reaction by a determination, of the specificity of an enzyme,
~nd since a biochemical reaction can be postulated to result in the production of a specific
substance in definite quantities, one point of attack on this problem is thus the determination of glte aehtal quantities and kinds of substances produced.
In filling out the picture of the developmental processes of eye pigmentation many
problems remain unsolved; the following may be cited as being some of the most important :
(i) The chemical structure and the interrelationships of the pigment components.
(ii) The actual stage at which the different components start diverging in their developmental and deposition stages.
(iii) The specific individual effects of most of the large number of gone loci involved in
~he production of' eye colour.
(iv) The ultim;.~te reason for the large number of gone loci involved, some with apparently mimic effects.
(v) The study of the different pigment components in relation to their incorporation in
the species as a possible adaptive trait.
The present study is a contribution to the elucidation of some of these problems, and
specifically it consists of the determination of the action of some of the important mutant
eye-colour genes by the method of extraction and spectrophotometrie analysis.
M A T E R I A L AND METHODS

For the pttrposcs of this study an important sye-colour locus, viz. w at 1'5 in the Xchromosome, was selected, since it is represented by a large series of multiple alleles and
also by a position-effect dne to the inversion of the locus into the hetsroctu'omatin; in
addition, other sex-linked eye-colour genes were included, and in general the material
used consisted of that given in a previous publication (Nolts, 1952). To determine the
pigments present in the eyes of these mutants and their combinations in a quantitative
way the most useful method is to measure the proportion of light radiation absorbed by
solutions of the pigments, particularly in the regions of maximum absorption, because
these regions com;ain the wave-lengths most characteristic of the substances. According to
the Lambcl~>]3cer law ~hs absorption of light is dh'ect]y proportional to the concentration
of the absorbing solute, and though it is also proportional to the depth of the absorbing medium, this can be ~gnored, since cuvettes of matched depth were used throughout
Journ. of Ck~lmties 51
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The results of the measurement of absorptionare given in terms of the photometric
density or extinction, where extinction E = log Io/I , with I 0 being the incident light and
I t h e t r a n s m i t t e d light. For the m easurem.ent Of absorption curves and maxima a]~eckmaml
quartz spectrophotometer was used, excepting in the case of Exp. X X V I I I in Table 13,
where a Coleman speetrophotomcter was used.
The methods used to obtain the extracts may be divided into ~wo ]?arCs:
(1) Temperature influences the amount of pigment developed in the eye in two Ways.
First, the relative amounts of the two components in certain mutants, e.g. blood, vary in
direct relation to the temperature (Epbrussi & I:[erold, 19~1-5). Secondly, ~he total amoun~
of pigment is dependent on the size of the eye and thus on the size of the fly; this is
indirectly dependent oll the temperature in so far as this affects the duration of the Oreadult stages. For the purpose of comparative analysis of eye-colom' phenotypes and
pigment concentration it is absolutely essential to breed the different stocks at a constant
temperagm'e. For this study the thermostatic control available in the incubators main.
gained a temperature at 25 ~ C. with a range of + 0'5 ~ C. The problem of constant size itt
relation to pigment extraction and measurement is more complex, since various ['actors
influence this body character: density of larval population, temperatm'e, humidity, con.
ditions in the food mass such as the amount of yeast cells available, the acidity, the
water content of the food, the extent of bacterial and flmgal infections. Various methods
e~st for obtaining a definite number of adults per cultm'e bottle; these methods are,
however, liable to increase bacterial and NngM infection of the cultures since the eggs or
larvae have to be handled and counted, and in view of the large nmnber of strains used
in this study, these are time-consuming methods.
The main essential for achieving an optimum size of adults is the provision of an adequate
supply of food for the larvae, at a constant temperatm'e, and with the avoidance of infection of the food mass. These requirements were found to be met satisfactorily by standardizing the method of breeding as follows. The formula for the food was a modification
of the usual agar-maize meal-syrup type and consisted of the following parts by weight:
agar 189 maize meal 989 cane syrup 1589 baker's evaporated yeast 1, water 7289 A eultttre
was started by allowing about ten fertilized females to oviposit in a fresh eultm'e bottle
for a few hours, the food being sprayed with a thick susl?ension of live yeast the next day;
their progeny are of a large size and emerge within a few hours of each other. A fixed
number of females and males of this progeny were then placed on iYesh food for the first
4 days of imaginal life, the food being well sprayed with a live yeast suspension; during
this period the females were pre-fed and fertilized, and these females were used during
the fifth and sixth days of imaginal life for the laying of the rectuired eggs. Under the
conditions of culturing practised it was found that ten females, allgwed to oviposig for
~i hr., produced from 100 to 160 eggs in a culture bottle; if the number of adults emerging
does not exceed this figure, body size and consequently eye size show little variation, and
such cultures were used for the extraction of pigment. To obtain optimum oviposition and
feeding conditions ~he food was lightly sprayed with a live yeast suspension prior t~
introducing the females and well sprayed the third day after oviposition. With a ii~le
practice the number of eggs laid could be judged roug'hly merely by inspection of the food
sm'face, so that by scraping out some eggs in cases where excessive laying had taken place,
it was usually :found possible to obtain bottles with the number of flies varying fl:om 120
to 150. As a control to this routine method of rearing the flies t h a t described by Hodson ~
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0hiang (19L18) was tried out; this proved not too successful until some lnodifications were
incorporated' The important advantages of this method are that a ventilated system is
provided which ]?revents the accumulation of the gaseous products of metabolism, that
constant moisture conditions can be maintMned, and that the food for the larvae is highly
standardized. The modified method which was utilized is as follows. The four glass oviposition cylinders, 4-89 i.n. high by 189 in. in diameter, are placed on separate squares of
blotr p,tper, each on an arm of a cross-shaped sheet of blotting paper resting on a baseplate of glass. The cylinders are covered with caps of silk bolting-cloth fixed to a double
celluloid collar. The wlhole system of blotting paper is kept moist by inverting a 125 c.c.
bot~Ie of water, on a separate square of blotting paper, in the centre of the assembly; the
lip of the bottle has four small notches to permit an uninterrupted flow of water. The
square of blotting paper underneath each cylinder is then prepared as an oviposition
surface by scratching on it a number of parallel lines; the best results were obtained when
a small amount of the following liquid :food was spread along each scratch : 2 ]?arts compressed yeast, cake, 1 part cane s)~'up, 1 ]?art water. Since the females oviposit mainly in
the prepared scratches the eggs can easily be counted and the required number obtained
bymerely cutting off a requisite strip of pa.per. For the rearing of larvae a similar assembly
is set up, the cylinders used being 3 in. high by 289 in. in diameter, and the n.umber of
eggs placed in each being about 200. The food used for larvM rearing consisted of compressed yeast cake mixed with about half its weight of water, or equal parts of baker's
evaporated yeast and water. About 4- c.c. of this mixture are ch'opped on one-half of the
square of blotting paper underneath each rearing cylinder, a n d the strip of paper containing
the eggs is plumed upright.against the glass cylinder with one edge resting against the food.
This supply of larval food is renewed on the second day of larval life by dropping another
2-3 e.e. of freshly prepared yeast on the other half of the blotting paper square. With this
adequate supply of food the larvae do lint wander about, are easily reared, and grow into
large vigorot~s flies, in a system where infection is limited to a minimum.
(2) With regard to the method of pigment extraction some relevant facts have to be
discussed. The two differential solvents for the red and brown pigments are the acidified
alcohols first used by Clancy (19~2) and systematically studied by Ephrussi & I-Ierold
(19tt), who named them AEA and AMA. AEA is prepared as 30 % ethyl alcohol acidified
to pit= 2'0 with eolmentrated tIC1; it was found to be stable as stated by Claney (194~2).
AMA is prepared by acidifying absolute methyl alcohol to approximately 0"27 N with dry
ttel gas; it is apparently unstable, and was thus made up as a fresh lot for each experiment:
The following technique was used in the extraction of the red pigment. The flies were
d~apigated 5---6 days after emergence ; the number of heads varied aceordiug to the degree
of pigmentation of the eyes, the numbers used ranging from 50 heads in 7 c.e. to 150 in
3'5 e.e. of AEA. Nnce it is difficult to obtain quick penetratioll of AEA into the eyes,
Claney (priv'tte communication) uses a method by which whole heads are placed in
extraction tulles with the solvent, the tubes being then sealed, vigorously shaken, and
allowed go stand for 6-7 days; the extract is then transferred aud fresh solvmlt added so
that the total time of extraction is about 10 days. Ephrussi & Herold (1945), however,
found the red pigment extract to be not quite stable, and thus split the heads lollgitudinally
to faeilit~te penetration of solvent. While testing this method it became evident that,
especially in cases where large numbers of heads Were used, too much extraneous ma.tter
accumulated in the extract, and consequently this technique was modified. After decapi10-2
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ration the proboscis and elypeus were removed by means of a clean cut, the heads b@lg
then Mlowed to dry somewhat before immersion ill the solvent; though this method added
considerably to the amount of labour involved, it was :found. t h a t no turbidity developed
in extracts, and the heads of scarlet flies were colom%ss in about ].2 hr. An extraction ~ime
of 2~1 hr. at 25 ~ C. was allowed for all experiments, and photometric measurements were
taken within 18 ihr. For each strain, tested several extracts were measured photometrically
over the range of maximum absorption, which is from ~t00 to 560 m./~; for the calc, lati0a
of mean E the wave-length of maximum absorption was taken as ~180 mtz.
For the extraction of the brown pigment ANA is used as :follows. The number of" heads
for suitable density of extracts varied fl:om 75 to 150 :for 3.5 c.c. of AMA. The fli(~s were
decapitated and the heads placed entire in. the solvent since its action is very rapid, though
the time allowed :for extraction was generally 2~1 hr. The colour of fresh extracts in A.~IA
is yellowish brown, but when Nlly oxidized it is more yel:low and when %lly reduced more
pinkish; after standing an extract becomes nmre yell.ow due to contact with the air. This
state of partial oxidation of the fresh AMA extract has to be changed to a state of either
complete reduction or oxidation before photometric measurement. Clancy (1942) chose
reduction by adding a few small crysta,]s of sodium hydrosulphite shortly before measure.
mont. Ephrussi & Herold (19@1) chose oxidation because they observed that reduction is
tYequcntly accompanied by the appearance of turbidity; they used one drop of 2.0%
hydrogen peroxide per 5 c.c. of extract, added 189 hr. before measnrement, a procedure
necessary on account of the instability of the oxidized extract. To test the applicability
of both methods to the measurement of absorption by brown pigment extracts the
following experiment was carried out. A large number of heads of the mutant brown ware
extracted in A~[A, and the extract was then divided into four equal lots which were treated
as follows: first lot as control; second lot reduced by adding sodium hydrosulphitc 18 hr.
before measurement; third reduced 2 hr. before measurement; fourth lot oxidized by
adding hydrogen peroxide 2 hr. before measurement. The photometric measurement of
the four lots are given as absorption curves in Fig. 1 A, while in Fig. 1 B the results are
given of a similar experiment consisting of control and prior reduction only. It will be
noted that the absorption curve of the reduced pigment more nearly coincides wit,h the
curve of the untreated extract, especialb~ when the time elapsing between extraction and
measurement is short (in this experiment the time was unduly long, ~dz. 70 hr.), while the
oxidized pigment has a much steeper curve; reduction 18 hr. previous to measurement
gives an absorption curve nearly identical to that of reduction 2 hr. before measurementthe reduced pigment seems Girly stable. Reduction of the AMA extract was thin:crete
utilized, and in general, the method followed was to add one drop of a soNtion of sodium
hych'osulphite in distilled water to each 3"5 c.c. of extract; the strength of the sol,ti0n
varied from 289 to 5 ~ for increasing grades of brown pigmentation. For the calculation
of mean E the wave-length selected by Clancy (19~12) was t l 0 m/~, while Ephrussi & I[er01d
(19tt) measured at 4:70 m/z. From the results in Fig. 1 it is evident t h a t in all cases maximum absorption by the brown pigment of the mutant brown is at ~1-41m~; this poin~ of
maximum absorption varies from ~t:~10to ~150 m/z for various lots of extract, but was sis0
a~,, or near, ~44 m~ for the brown pigment of other mutants.
The two methods described above serve fairly efilcientl.y for the extraction and phot0"
metric determination of the red and brown pigments respectively in the eyes of stn'ains
containing only the one or the other of the two pigments. In view of the evidence advanced
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for the progressive nature of the reduction of pigmentation in certain combinations of
muga.nt genes, these c o m p o u n d mutants must be tested for the concentrations of both
9ments. Two possible methods appear to be available for testing both pigments without
pig ~:,I of tile emabination with st and bzo to suppress the productiou of one of the cornglue ~,'"
pmmngs. First, tests show that AMA extracts the red pigment of the mutant scarlet but,
~,hereas the extract in AEA is orange in colour, in AMA the colom: is more yellowish; in
0~e experiutcnt 50 heads of scarlet were placed intact in ~1-c.e. AMA, and it was :Nund t h a t
~ff~r 7 days some eyes retained a yellow eolour, while the initial yellow of the extract was
becoming more dilute and evidently deteriorating. The aim of the N:st trial method was
o.?o
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Fig. i. Light-absorption cm'ves of the brm~ql pigment h~ the eyes of the muta.nt brown, Exps. A and B. 1, the
pigment extract oxidized; 2, mltl'cated extract; 3, the pigment extract reduced 2 In'. prior to measurement;
4, the pigment extract reduced 18 hr. prior to measurement.

to determine the concentration of red pigment, e.g. in the wild-type eye, in AlgA, and
then in a duplicate sample to extra, ct both pigments in AM• the pigments would then
have been reduced so that the red pigment should become colourless while the brown
pigment should tm'n the usual pinkish colour--the concentration of the latter could then
be measured photometrically. In testing out this possible method, however, the following
facts emerged. The red pigment extract in AEA reduces to a colourless compmmd on the
addition of one drop of a 5 ~ aqueous solution of sodium hydrosulphite to 5 e.c. of extract;
on the addition of two drops a milky turbidity is formed. In an extract of a mixture of
the red and brown pigments in AMA, or of only the red pigment in AMA, the red component fails to reduce to a colourless compound, the extract remaining yellow even on the
addition of two drops of reducing ageut. The alternative method is that of extracting first
the red pigment with AEA and then the brown pigment with ANA. According to Clancy
(1942) and Ephrussi & I-Ierold (19,1~1) this method of double extraction is open to criticism
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on account of the decreased values obtained for the brown ]?igment. C]ancy fomxl that
after soaking the heads of the brown m u t a n t in AEA for about 2 months photometric
values were obtained corresponding to about ]5 ~ of the total amount of brown pigment
extracted with AMA. Ephrussi & Herold compared the extraction of equal samples 0[
the heads of the brown mutant directly in AMA and after pretreatment with AEA; they
found t h a t photometric determinations indicated losses of brown pigment amounting to
25-30 % . These workers suggest that the residual light pinkish colour of the eye of the
wild-type after double extraction might indicate a fixation of the brown pigment through
the action of AEA, though the greatest ]?art of the loss in brown pigment might be due
to solution in AEA. Natm'alty, since the above-named experiments were performed on
the brown mutant, these results may not be valid for the wild-type o~: for other mutants;
some additional facts may now be added rega.rding these difficulties. First, the extrtuct of
red pigment of the scarlet mutant in AEA reduces to a colomqess compound on reducti0a,
but that of the wild-type retains a very slight pinkish colotu' after reduction; for equal
numbers of heads in equal ammmts of fluid the difference in colour is, however, very slight,
so t h a t if any brown pigment of the wild-type is dissolved b y AEA the amount must be
very small. Secondly, under the method of extraction applied the eyes of the wild-type
art only very faintly pinkish after the double extraction, while the eyes of many mutants
appear to be colom%ss.
Since there was no alternative to double extraction, the extraction was performed as
follows. After decapitation and removal of the proboscis the required number of heads of
the wild-type or m u t a n t were extracted in AEA for 24 hr. ~kfter the removal of the extract
by means of a fine pipette the heads were rinsed in a small amount of AEA which was
added to the extract. The heads were then rinsed in a small amount of absolutc methyl
alcohol and then extracted in AI~IA for 24 hr.
Since the method of standardization of the culturing of the flies aimed at the production
of well-grown individuals, it was not thought essential to take body weight into consideration as a factor influencing eye size and thus pigment content. However, in many cases
weight was determined as a control on the method of visual classification of more or le~
eclua ~ sizes for all strains used for extraction. Since the females are highly variable in
weight due to egg production, the weight of male sibs was taken as a measm'e of the
relative weight of the females (females only being used for extraction). It soon became
evident, however, that no two food containers are absolutely identical as regards feeding
conditions, so that males of different cultures may differ in weight though not in eye size.
Ephrussi & I-Ierold (19~) also found t h a t the corrected average E for the wild-type and
scarlet, obtained by adjusting the average extinction to 1 rag. of weight, actually sllomd
greater differences between the values for certain different experiments than between the
uncorrected, values. In the present study it appeared that no constant correlation e.,ds~s
between weight and pigment content of different experiments on the same genotype, bn~
that variation in weight and eye size may be correlated with certain genotypes.
]~ XPIEI~II~IENTAL I~ESULTS

The expm'iments on the extraction and measm'ement of the concentration of eye pignlen~s
were designed to run in series, the aim being to obtain the different genotypes to be cornpared from larvae reared on the same batch of prepared food during the same period d
time, and under more or less identical conditions. Of the large numbers of duplications
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which were tea.red of each. eye-colour strain only such were retained for extraction as had
opgimum population nulnbers per culture container. In the following tables the data are
give~ for the main series of experiments on the wild-type, mutants and combinations of
mutants of D. md:~wgeste~'. Photometric determinations arc given as extinction (E) for
10 heads per 1 c.c. solvent, i.e. for the red pigment in AEA at ~80 m/~ and for the brown
pigment, in AM~L at 4:4:~ mp. The mean E and standard error of the mean are calculated
for each genotypc to indicate the variability and serve for the calculation of the significance
0f differences between strains. {['he absorption curves of the pigment extracts are repreaea~ed by t,he graphs of the figures in which light absorption as extinction is plotted against
wave-lengt,h. ~kfter an ex~racti.on of 24 hr. in Alga the eyes of the various genotypes
0'85
0175

0'65

0'55

g

0.45

c

~,

o.3s

0.25
0'15
0'0!
400

420

440

460
480
500
520
540
560
Wave-length in mg
Fig. 2. Ligh~-t~bsorpgioncurves of the red pigment extracted in AEA, for 10 heads
pet' 1 e.e. st, sc<~rlet; +, wild-type; 'ms 2, raspberry'.
reta.in mnne eolom', varying from a d a r k reddish pm'ple for the wild-type to a light pinkish
for some mutants, excepting for the m u t a n t scarlet and for combinations with this gone
which are colourless, k f t e r a further 24: hr. extraction in ~kMA most eyes retain slight
traces of colour, generally a very faint purplish or pinkish tinge.
(1) The wild-tyl)e , scc~'let (st) c~zd b'ro~v~z (b~v). The absorption curves of the red pigment
extract, of the wild-type and scarlet are given in Fig. 2. The two curves are qualitatively
identical, are smooth and bell-shaped, show a slower rise from the shorter wave-lengths
than the fall to the longer wave-lengths, and have maxima at 4-80 m[~. The absorption
c~vc of the brown pigment extract of the wild-type is given in Fig. 3 and is identical
with t'hat' of t'hc mutant brown in Fig. 1 ; it is qualitatively different from the curve of the
red pigmenti, has a downward slope from the ultra-violet, then a rise to the greater
absorption between 450 and 460 m~, gerarally with a ~llaximum at zi 4A m/ . and t3nally
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a downward slope to the longer wavic-lengths, tn Table 1 the results are given fer the
proj?ortionatic concentrations of the piglnicnts in the three strains. It is evident from au
inspeiction of tllese data that for each type gre~t variability oicicm's between icultures of
the same series and also between series of expicrilnents. Although lie apparent clifficrence
in size existed between the eyes of flies of such a series of ex]?erilnents on a single type,
0.08 -

0'07 --

0'06

g

o.os

'~ 0 . 0 4 0'03

r ~

car

LU

-

-

0.02 - 0'01

- -

o

I

I

I

400

420

440

I

I

I

460
480
500
W a v e - l e n g t h in mix

I

I

520

5:40

:Fig. 3. L i g h t - a h s o r p t i o n c u r v e s o f t h e b r o w n p i g m e n t e x t r a c t e d h i AM_~, f o r 10 h e a d s
p e r 1 c.c. 4-, w i l d - t y p e ; car, c a r n a t i o n ; rb, r u b y ; c m , c ~ r m i n e .

Table 1. Relative amounts of pigments in the eyes of +, st and bw
P~ed pigment

Brown pigment
A

Exp. no.

+

st

IX

0'7800
0'7979
0'8167

----

0'0753
0'0776
0.0795

----

XIII, XVII

0.7910
0.8252
0.8028
0.7934

0.7988
0.8119
0.8287
0.8261

0.0735
0.0721
0.0715
0.0708

0.0591
0.0590
0'0572
0.0574

----

0.8180
0.8460
0.7900

0.0728
---

0.0609
0.0613
0.0592

0.7700
0.8176
0"8131

0'8150
0'8120
0.8224

0'0702
0.0752
0.0740

0'0570
0.0588
0'0600

--

---

0.0774:
--

0'0600
0'0592

XXII

-

M:e,~n E
s.E.

-

0.8008
•

+

0.8169
• 0.004~9

bw

0.074~2
•

0.0591
•

this is difficult to determine objectively, and it is presumed t h a t the greater part of this
variability must be ascribed to such differences in size since no two food icontainicrs can
be made identiical with respect to such faictors as humidity, acidity, infection and the
growth of the yeast cells. During the rearing of the strains of the wild-type, sicarlict and
brown, and. the extraiction of pigments, it beicame evident t h a t a systematiic clifficrenCe
existed in 'the size of thic eyes of the two mutants as compared with tlhose of the wihl-typm
For equivalicn:t population umnber per culture containicr the strain of scarlet asicd had,
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on ~he average, larger eyes than the wild-type, whilethe strain of brown used had snlaller
eyes thaILthe wild-type. In order to determine whether the comparative valnes of t?igment
content of the three types could be determined more accurately as corrected values of E
based on body weight, an experiment was carried out wherein equal numbers of females
of the three strains were allowed to oviposit for the same period of time in the same food
con~alne". The male sibs of the female progeny of the three types were then weighed and
~he relative weights expressed as percentages ; the E obtained for each type of.'female was
corrected for 100% male sib weight, hi Exp. X X I I h the population number was at an
optimum and random samples of each of the three types were taken from three containers,
each carrying about 100 individuals with about equal numbers of each strain; the eyes of
sca.rlet were judged to be slightly larger than those of the wild-type, and the eyes of brown
were jlldgcd to be about three-quarters the size of those of scarlet. In Exp. XXI113 and CO
the containers carried larger populations; again random samples were taken fi'om three
containers each carrying about 200 individuals. In Exp. X X I I I a comparison was made
of wild-type and scarlet females which were matched for size of eye by subjective cornTable 2. Relative amounts of red and brown pigments in the eyes of +, st and bw,
based o~, correction Jbr weight
E x p . no.
XXIIA

Stock
+

st
bw
XXIIB

+

st
bw
XXIIC

+

st
bw

XXIII

Weight of
ma,le s i b s
a,s %

E tbr red

E tbr brown

I~ed

Brown

97
100
80

0.8167
0"8900
--

0'0801
-0'0584

0.8420
0.8900
--

0.0826

97
100
75

0.8260
0"8890
--

0'0741
-0'0500

0"8515
0.8890

97
100
76

0'8004
0.8540
--

0'0801
-0.0534

0'8313
0'8540
--

0.8554
0.8330

---

+

- -

st

--

Corrected E ibr
A

- -

0'0730
0'0764
0.0667
0.0826
0'0703

parison; to obtain such more or less identical eye sizes the container of the wild-type carried
165 individuals and of the scarlet 240 individuals. The wild-type stock for the four experiments was different to that used for the other tests in Table 1, being a strain of forked
bristle mutants (however with the normal red eye). The results of the four experiments
are given in Table 2. Although systematic differences in weight occm: between the three
strrains in Exps. X X I I A, B and C, correction by weight still does not increase the relative
amount of pigment of the wild-type to the relative amount for scarlet, neither does it
increase the brown pigment content of brown to the relative amounb for the wild-type.
These results might be taken as evidence for the possibility that the eyes of the mutant
scarlet contained relatively more red pigment than those of the wild-type because they
were larger, a possibility confirmed by the hmrease in pigment of the wild-type over that
of scarlet in flies which were judged to have eyes of more or less identical size, in the
unrepeatcd Exp. X X I I I . In any case the mean E for the red pigment of the wild-type
and scarlet in Table 1 shows that the difference is within the limit of significance with
t=2.21, where t=2'10 at the level of P = 0 . 0 5 for 18 degrees of fl:eedom.
In the ease of the brown pigment of the mutant brown as compared with the wild-type
the results of ]?able 1 are best interpreted as a decrease in content. The eyes of this mutant
were judged to be about three-quarters the size of those of the wil.d-tvoe and scarlet in the
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material, of Table 2, and the weight of the male sibs was found to be about 75 % of that
of the others; after correction for weight the E for the brown pigment still shows a large
excess in wild-type eyes as compared with that of the brown mutant. It must be noted
that in all three experiments the differences in corrected E are of the same order, i.e.
wild-type eyes have 1.3-17 ~ more brown pigment than the eyes of the mutant. To gai~
some information on the amount of brown pigment dissolved by AEA during the COarse
of extra.etion of the red pigment of the wild-type, the red pigment extracts of Exp. XXII
were reduced by the addition of two drops of a 5% aqueous solutiou of sodinm hydro.
sulphite, and light a,bsorption measm'ed at 444 m/~. For Exp. X X I I B , E=0"0376 and
0.0350 res]?eetively :for the wild-type and scarlet, and for Exp. X X I I C , E=0'0392 and
0.0196 respectively. On correcting E by weight on the basis of scarlet at 100% the
comparable figures are 0'0389 and. 0.0350 for B, and 0'0404 and 0"0196 for C, with the
wild.-type exceeding scarlet by 0.0039 and 0.0208 respectively.
In view of the fact that the eyes of the mutant brown change from brown to a garnet.
brown dm'ing the course of the first day of imaginal life, it was decided to test the eyes
of brown for the presence of red pigment; the heads of 350 females were taken, the
proboscis of each removed and the heads placed in 3.5 e.e. AEA for 24- hr. The absorptio~
Table 3. Rdative amounts of absorbing substances in the heads

of w and bw st
w in AS~IA

b w s t i n AB~IA

w in AEA

after AEA

bwst i n A E A

after AEA

bwst i n M~'IA

0.0026
0'0028

@0030
0,0028

---

---

---

XVII

--

--

0'0011

0,0010

0'0025,

XXVI

--

---

0'0019
0.0019

0'0008
0.0013

0'0031
0,0030

0.0029

0.0016

0,0011

0'0030

Exp. no.
XV

-

5'Iean E

-

0.0027

curve of this extract is given in Fig. 6; it is qualitatively different to the specific curve of
the red pigment in AEA as well as to t h a t of the brown pigment in AMA. At 444 m/~ the
E for 10 heads per 1 e.e. was 0.0062 and at 480 m/~ E was 0.0049.
To test whether AEA and AiVIA extract other absorbing substances or impurities which
would affect the' comparative figures for the red and brown pigments, the heads of the
mutants white and brown-scarlet, which possess no visible pigment, were extracted in the.
two solvents; the results are given in Table 3.
(2) Ruby (rb), carmine (cm), garnet s (ga) and carnation (car). The absorption curves of
the red pigment extract in AEA of the four mutants are given in Fig. 4; they arc qualitatively identical to those of the wild-type and scarlet, i.e. they are bell-shaped with
a relatively sharper drop to the longer wave-lengths than the rise from the shorter wavelengths, but qna,ntitatively they are different in that they show an increasing amount of
flattening. The absorption curves of the brown pigment extract in AMA are given i~
Fig. 3 ; these curves seem qualitatively identical with those of the wild-type and the mu~an~
brown. In Table 4- data are given for the relative concentrations of pigments in the eyes
of these mutants, while in Table 5 comparative values are given for the combinations of
these mutants with st and bw respectively. In. each. of these four mutants great variability
is found to occm: in the content of both the red and brown pigments. This variatio~ is
:found. in each series of experilnents and between the cugnres of a single experilne~lt, and
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if will be noted tha~ apparently no correlation exists between the pigments in their
variability, neither i.s there a regular proportionality between the red and brown pigments
in ~heir decreases as compared with the pigment contJent of the wild-type eye. The mutant
carmine, singly and in combination with scarlet and brown, gave some di:mculty in rearing
under the standardized methods applied; whether this was fortuitous or appeared as an
innate cha.racteristic of the type could not be determined. These stocks genera].ly showed
the biggest, variability in photometric determinations.
A comparison of the data in Tables ~l and 5 shows that the red pigment content of ruby
is reducecl to the greatest extent, that of garnet a to a somewhat lesser extent, when
compared wi~h the wild-type. In their combinations with st this reduction is increased,
bttt not to t;]te same extent. The approximate percentages of reduction in red pigment as
c0mparecl with. the wild-type mean E of Table 1 are 87 for ruby and 77 for garnet a, while
the apl?roximate percentages of further reduction in their combinations with st are 7d: :for
0'40
0'35 0"30
0-25
.E
0.20
0.15
0-10
0.05
0

I
400

I
420

I
440

f
I
1
460
480
500
Wave-lengdl in m#

I
520

1 -~"-~
540
560

Fig. 4. Light-absorption curves of the red pigmen~ extl.'ac~ectin AEA, for 10 heads
per 1 c.c. cm, ca.rmhle; car, o~rn~tion; ga, go~rneta;~'b, ruby.
ruby and 61 for garnet< In ~he case of carmine and carnation the red pigment content
is reduced in comparison with the wild-type, but to a lesser extent than in the case of the
other two mutant genes, the difference between the two not appearing to be significant
(t=l.16 for 12 degrees of freedom, whereas at the level of P = 0 ' 0 5 the value of t=2.18).
In their combinations with st, however, carmine shows a much greater extra reduction
in red pigment than carnation (for the mean E, t = 9.1 for t8 degrees of freedom, whereas
at the 0'05 level of significance t=2.10). This increase in reduction is present in every
single exlmriment ' so t h a t it does not appear to be due to the above-men'gioned variability
of the carmine stock. The reduction in red pigment is not proportional; for the mean E
of the two series of experiments the approximate percentages of reduction as compared
with the wild-type are 58 ibr carmine and 58 :['or carnation, while the approximate percentages of further reduction on combination with st are 59 :['or carmine and 4~1 for
carnation.
An inspection of Tables ~t- and 5 shows that the brown pigment content of the four
mutants is reduced in comparison with. the wild-type; the increasing order of reduction
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runs carnation and garneta->ruby-~carmiue. ]in combination with bw there appears a
i\trther reduction in pigment con~ent, but again no~ to the same extent. The approximate
percentages of reduction in brown pigment in comparison with the wild-type arc, 43 for
carnation and garnet a, 53 for ruby and 62 for carmine; the approximate percent;ages of
fm.'ther reduction in brown pigment congent in their combinations with bw are [9 for
carnation, 20 for garnet 3, 50 for ca,rmine and 65 for ruby. Indi\ddually carmine contains
relatively less brown pigment than ruby, which is correlated with the relatively darker
colour of the AEA-extracted eye of the latter, while in combination with bw carmine
TM)le 4. Relative amounts of ,red and b,rozon pigments in the eyes of rb, era, 9"3, cm"
i~ed pigment;
Exp. no,

rb
0'1100
0.0977
0.1093

IV
XI

-

XVIII

c~
0'2930
0.3460
0.3459
0.3612
0.3374
0.3293
0.3264~
0.3214
0.3382

-

0.1136
0.1051
0'1105
0,1017
0'1063

5iota1E (XI, X V I I I )
s.E.
•

•

13rown pi gme nt

cg
0.1740
0.1905
0.1964
0.18~18
0.1777
0.1839
0.1826
0.1924
0.1869
•

car
0'2760
0.3470
0.3250
0.3465
0.3208
0.3182
0.3149
0.3360
0.3298

rb
0'0336
0.0344
0.0359
-0.0339
0.0336
0.0360
0.0352
0.0348

•

•

cm
0.0222
0.0269
0.0248
0.0323
0'0276
0.0281
0'0286
-0.0281
•

gz
0'0378
0.0412
0.044~8
0'0422
0.0423
0.0,1:13
0.0~10
-0.0421
•

Car
0"0381
0'0434
0"0415
0"0422
0"0407
0'(1441
0"0414
0'0421
0"0422
•

Table 5. Relative amounts of ~'ed and brown pigments in the eyes of compounds

of rb, cm, g3, car with st and bw
Red p i g m e n t

:Brown pi gme nt

2~

E x p . no.
V, VI
XII, XVI

rbst
0'0240
.
0.0253
0.0293
--

crest
0,1290
.
.
0.1383
0.1284
0.1225
0.1499
.
.
.
0,0287
0.1562
0.0264~
0.1472
0.0295
0.1260
0.0279
0.1380
0'0290
0.16140.0285
-0.0270
0.1396
=t=0,0006 +0.0043
-

XIX

3ie~n E
s.E.

~k

g3st
0'0810
.
0.0761
0.0670
0.0726
-.
0"0810
0.0800
0.0090
0.0700
0.0686
0.0693
0'0735

-

•

carat
0"1760

rbbw
0'0129
0"0134
0.0116
0'01240-0121
0.0113
0'0109
.
. .
.
.
.
.
.
0.0121

0.1716
0.1929
0.1910
0.1990
0"1867
0.1847
0.1901
0.1847
0'1778
.
.
0.1861
•

•

cmbw
gabw
0"0133
0'0335
0'0154
0'0355
0.0135
0.0341
0.0140
0.0327
0'0151
0.0323
0.0144
0.0333
0"0120
-.
.
.
. . . . . . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0.0140
0.0336
•
•

carbw
0'0349
0'0374
0.0330
0.0341
0.0337
0.0337
0'0333
.

0.0343
•

contMns relatively more brown pigment than ruby (the difference is small, but is significant with t=3.72 for 12 degrees of freedom).
(3) The mutant comblna, tions 'rbga, gaca'r, i'bcc~r, ~'bgacar. The absorption curves of the
red pigment extract of some of these con~binations are given in Fig. 5 ; these curves show
the general trend of the curve for the red pigment, but some qualitative differences will
be discussed iv. due course. Table 6 contMns the data for the relative content of red and
brown pigmelltS in the four combinations, and in Table 7 some data ure given for ()the~
combinations between these genes; in the latter case not ma,uy replications were made,
and the figures given are mMnly to indicate the trend of interaction in these combinations.
The whtes given in Table 7 are fl'om cultures :fi:om Ex]?. XIV, and a. point to be no~ed
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iI~ connexion with ~his experimen~ is that the culture conditions were not at an optimum,
so ghat the values for this experiment cannot be directly compared with those of the other
gwo experiments. ]Tfowever, in Table 6 significant differences in pigment content occur in
all experiments between all fern: combinations, ibr both pigments.
(4) The ,mutant ~'asl)be'r'ry2 Q'as~). The absorption curve of the red pigment extract of
~his ntagant is shown in Fig. 2; this is essentially a bell-shaped curve with a slower rise

0.07
0.06~
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~

0'04

o

I

400

I
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I
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I
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I

inmu
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Wave-length
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I ~'~"~
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Fig. 5. Light-~bsorption curves of the red pigment extracted in AEA, tbr i0 heads per i e.c.
rbq a, ruby-garnetS; gacar, g,~rnet~-ea.rn~tio~l; ~'bcar, ruby-e~rn~ion.

Table 6. Relative amounts of ~'ed and b~'own pigments in the eyes of 'rbg a, gaea~',
rb ca~', ~'bga ca,r
Red pigment

rbg "J
0.0661
0.0651
XX, XXII
0.0665
0.0650
0'0685
0.0668
0.0665
0.0678
Mean E (X X, X X I I )
0.0669
s.s.
4-0.0004
Exp. no.

XIV

gacar
rbcar
0,0446
0.0301
0.0437
0.0265
0.0519
0.0280
0,0242
0.0531
0-0522
0"0228
0.0539
0.0255
0.0496
0.0252
0.0499
0.0251
0.0518
0.0251
=1=0.0007 :k0.0007

Brown pigment

,rbf car
rbg a
0.0401
0.0189
0.0420
0.0188
0.0333
0.0190
0.0332
0.0204
0"0379
0.0183
0.0335
-0,0353
-0.0329
-0.0344
0.0192
4-0.0008 4-0.0006

gacar
0.0099
0'0093
0.0126
0.0120
0.0131
0.0120
0.0134
-0.0126
4-0.0003

rbcar
0.0067
0.0051
0.0081
0.0081
0'0084
0.0089
0.0079
0.0073
0.0081
4-0.0002

rbg3car
0.0049
0.0056
0'0056
0.0062
0'0070
0.0067
0.0063
0.0052
0.0062
4-0.0003

Table 7. Relative amounts of ~'ed and b,rown pigments in the eyes of some othe~"
combinations between the genes ~'b, cm, ga, ea~'
Pigment
R,ed
Brown

crag 3
0.1134
0.0113

~'bcmg ~
0.0684=
0'0099

cmcar
0.0546
0.0098

rbcmca.r
0.0298
0,0096

cmgacar
0.03].8
0'0035

~han fall in absorpgion characteristic of the red pigment, bug is much flatgened in comparison with tha$ of the wild-type because of the dilute concentration of the pigment.
The absorption curve of the brown pigmen~ extract is in all respects similar to t h a t of
the wild-type i~t Fig. 3. The data on the retative amounts of red and brown pigments in
raspberry 2 eyes and in those of the combination with st and bw are given in Table 8.
The reaso~t for the difference in the content of both the red and brown pigments of rasp-
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berry ~ in Exps. IX and XVII is not clear; possibly there was a size difference to aeeoullt
for this, especially since it appears that the brown pigment content in Exp. IX is high
in comparison with that of the wild-type. Taking such a possibility into consideration,
however, it appears that raspberry ~"eyes have a more or less unredueed brown pigment
content but a greatly reduced red pigment content. In the combinations there al)pear~
to be no significant difference in red pigment content due to interaction with st, 1.)ut a
significant decrease in brown pigment due to interaction with bw; between the mutant
brown and the combination raspberry-brown the difference in brown pigment eonccntra.
tion is small.
Table 8. Relative a,nwunts of 'red and b~'own 2igments in the eyes of 'ras~, ~'as~st, ~'as2bzv
ICed

Exl3,

~'a8~

l]O,

IX

5tean

pigment

E

XVII, XXI

~'[ean E

Brown pigment

~'a82 8~

~'a8~

Ta8 2b w

---

0'0780
0.0788
0.08d=7
0.0805

-----

0.1256
0.1351
0.1396
0.1236
0'1310

0.0680
0.0056
0.0655
0.0750
0.0685

0.0507
0.0536
0.0553
0.0567
0.0556

0.1351

--

0.1316

--

0' 1330
0.1332
0.1068
0.1083
0.1050
0.1175
0.1094

0'04 -

I

0"03

--2~

0.02

3
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•

x
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F i g . 6. L i g h t - a b s o r p t i o n c m ' v e s o f t h e r e d p i g m e n t e x t r a c t e d in A E A f o r i 0 h e a d s p e r 1 c.c., e x c e p t i n g for no. 6
w h m h Is f o r 100 h e a d s p e r 1 c.e. l , s a t s u m a (wS=t); 2, c o r a l (w~~ 3, b l o o d (w~Z); 4, e o s m ('w~); o, a p t cot, ( o }
6, b r o w n (bw).

(5) The mult@le al,ldes of white (40). The alleles studied were satsuma (wsaS, coral (~0e~
blood (wvS, cherry (w~h), eosin (qz~), apricot (q,v~) and white ('w). The four alleles satsuma,
coral, eosin and apricot are especially suitable for the study of the quantitative relations
of a characteristic in a series of alleles, since the eye eolours of the females grade flora
a dark ruby to an orange, with distinct differences between all members. The absorption
curves of the red piglnent extract of the white alleles are presented in Figs. 6 and 7. 'rh8
only difference between the methods used for obtaining the extracts giving these data is
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~ha~ ~he extraction times in AEA were 4-8 ]ir. for satsuma, blood and coral in Fig. 6, and
:]4 hr. for all others in the two figures. These absorption cm'ves are qualitatively different
from ~he bell-shaped cllrve of the red pigment of the wild-type. The maximum absorption
is no~ a~ ,I80 m~, though in Fig. 6 there are indications t h a t the maxima are in the
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neighbourhood of this wave-length. The absorption era'yes of the brown pigment exti'aet
are of the same type as t h a t of the mutant brown, but differences are found between
members, as is seen in the case of ttie curves of the darkest, a medium and the lightest
member of i)he series given in Fig. 8.
Because of the qualitative changes in the absorption craves of the red pigment it was
difficult to determine the wave-leng~h of maximum absorption at which extracts could
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be measm'ed photometrically for the comparison of pigment content. A fm'ther examiaa.
tion of the curves in Figs. 6 and 7, however, showed that the qualitative differences are
not so extreme as they appear to be. On each figure a curve was plotted (as crosse~)
for a doubling of the concentration of the curve for eosin; as is evident fi:om a comparis0a
from the curves, this intm:polated curve agrees reasonably well with the curves of the
higher members of the series, so that it was thought that a comparison of concontrati0as
by the lneasarelnent of absorption at ~i80 m/~ should be accepted to be as valid as deter.
miuations at any other wave-length. Table 9 contains the data for the comparison of the
alnOullts of rod and brown pigments in the fore" alleles of the series, while the data t!orthe
allele white are given in Table 3 and some data for the allele blood are given in 'lh$1o 10.
In all the alleles with one exception there is a reduction in the content of both the red
Table 9. Relative amounts of red and brown pigments in the eyes of Jbur alleles q/' white
:l~ed p i g m e n ~

Ex 13 n o ,
X
XV

~Osat

Mean E
S,E,

We

0'0235
0'0223
0.0210
0'0203
0'0218
--

0.0265
0'0115
0'0256
0.0104
0.024:6
0'0102
0.0252
0'01].7
0'0261
0.0102
0'0239
0.0111
-0'0109
---0'0213
0'0232
0.0108
0'0221
0.0226
0'010~
0'0219
0'02~7
0'0108
=t=0.00039 =t=0.0004:9 =t=0.00018 •
-

XXI

woo

-

] 3 t o w n pigmenl;
W It

Ws~tt

woo

0'0099
0'0080
0'0089
0'0080
0'0089
0'0099
0'0080
0'0090
0'0068
0'0069
0'0084

0'1022
0.0815
0'0768
0'0685
0'0768
---0'0875
0'0910
0'0835

0.0252
0.0256
0.0236
0'024:2
0.0264
0'0251
--0.0248
0.0263
0'0251
:t:0'0003~ •

•

We

0.01.70
0.0158
0'0167
0'0195
0.016~
0'0188
0'0159
-0.018~
0'0167
0.0172

~t)a

0'0132
0'0108
0'0132
(}'0091
0'(}095
0'0099
0'(}082
0'0096
0'0104
0'0096
0.0104
-&0'00052

Table 10. Relative amounts of ~'ed and brown pigments in the eyes of the allele blood
E x p . no.
X

IV

Temperagm'e
=1=25~ C.
=I=25 ~ C.

XXI
15~ean E
s.E.

.-!=25 ~ C.

XXI

•
~ C.
+23 ~ C.

R e d 1)igmeng B r o w n p i g m e n t
0.0218
0.01~5
0.0186
0.013~
0.0193
0.0151
0.0199
0.0170
0.0199
0.0150
-2=-0'00069
-1:0.00075
0.0124
0.0268

0.0107
0.0206

and brown pigments as compared with the wild-type. The exception is the brown pigmen~
content of satsuma which is significantly higher than that of the wild-type. The appr0ximate percentages of reduction in red pigment content as compared with the wild-type
are 97 for satsuma, 97 for coral, 99 for eosin, 99 for apricot; and for the brown pigment
content are 66 for coral, 77 for eosin, 86 for apricot, but an increase of 13 for satsuma;
for blood the percentages are 97 for the red pigment and 80 for the brown pigment. At
25 ~ C. the female of blood, with a phenotype macroscopically resembling that of the e0sin
female, has a significantly greater content of red pigment but a smaller brown pigmen~
content t h a n the latter. The eye of white (Table 3) contains a small amount of sttbstances
absorbing at the specific wave-lengths utilized for photometric measurement.
(6) Combinations between ruby and the alleles of 'white. For the pro'poses of an objdetive
test of the interaction between the gone ruby and the alleles of white, as presented alias'am"
matically in a previous publication (Nolte, 1.952), the relative amounts of pigment for ~h0
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four combinations are given in Table 11. The approximate percentages of reduction in
~he ~mounts of red and brown pigments respectively, as compared with the alleles singly,
are 67 and 63 for satsuma, 78 and 93 for coral, 7~ and 9,t for eosin, 67 and 87 for apricot.
(7) 2'he position-effect white-mottled-4 (w'~). The eye-colour phenotype of this strain is
very variable, aud although no intensive tests have been made of the various factors
influencing v~riability, a few quantitative tests were included on the effect of decreased
temperature in the determination of pigment content, under the standardized method of
culture, of the eyes of white-lnottled-4 and its combinations with st and bw. At the
temperature of 25 ~ C. the eye colours of the three types have been described (Nolte, 1952).
At the lowered temperatare of 20~ C. the following differences were noted : the females of
white-mottled-4 have ~ more reddish garnet eye; those of the combination with brown
Table 11. Relative amtoz~u~s of ,red and b,rown pigments in the eyes of w~'~trb,
avcor b , ,we,rb , wa ~.b
I~ed p~gmen~

Brown pigmen~

(

losatrb

Exp. no.
XXV

Nean E
•

S.E.

wC~

0'0070
0'0072
0'0072
0'007I
0'0073
0'0072

0'0053
0'0058
0'0055
0"0058
0'0052
0'0055
•

werb

warb ~

0'0029
0'0029
0'0033
0'0025
0'0025
0'0028
-_t=0'00015 •

0'0030
0'0026
0'0024
0'0028
0'0031
0'0028

r wSatrb

wC~

0'0306
0'0315
0'0300
0"0320
0'0321
0'0312

0'0015
0'0019
0'0020
0'0023
-0"0019

•

werb

•

wafb'~

0'0012
0'0015
0'0013
0'0017
0'0010
0'0014:
0'0010
0'0010
0'0012
-0'0011
0'0014
=1-0'00002 =t=0.00015

Table 12. Relative amounts of ,red and b~'own pigments in the eyes of w "~4, wm4st, w'~bw
l%ed pigment

B row n pi gme nt

A

Exp. no,
IX

Temperature
:t:25 ~ C.

XXIV

•

~ C.

5Iean E (XXIV)
XXIVA

• 20 ~ C.

w *'~

w'~'l st

w "~4

0.6610
0.7484
0.8083
0.4550
0'7100
0.6300
0.6950
0.5330
0.6046
0.2860

---0.6100
0.7400
0.6060
0.5750
0.5170
0.6096
0.0721

0.0718
0.0813
0.0831
0.0606
0.0774
0.0525
0,0646
0.0606
0.0631
0.0592

w*'l b w

---0.0361
0.0325
0,0404
0,0385
0.0415
0.0378
0.0491

showeA no difference to the colour at the usual normal temperature, but in combination
withscarlet the colour was very variable, ranging from a yellowish through orange mottled
to nearly scarlet. The absorption era'yes of the red and brown pigment extracts are in all
respeces similar to those of the wild-type. The data on the relative pigment content of the
eyes of the three types are given in Table 12. A consideration of the data of Table 12
showsthe ~'eat variability of eye-pigment production in white-mottled-4-, even under the
standardized conditions which proved satisfactory for the other eye-colour strains
(Exps. IX and XXIV formed part of series including these other types).
(8) The mutant gene ca,~'fl'om the rst 'a inve,rsion st,rain. This gene has been described as
a possible allele of the standard carnabion (Nolte, 1952) and may be called ca~a. Table 13
contains the data on the re]:ative amounts of red and brown pigments in carnation and
carnationt and in their combinations with coral (the determinations for Exp. XXVIII
were made on the Coleman spectrophotometer). The striking fact with respect to the
Journ. of Gcueties 51
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pigment content of the two strains is t h a t in the standard carnation the amount of red
pigmmtt is twice t h a t of the other allele, but in combination with coral both red and
brown pigments are twice the amounts of the other allele.
DISCUSSION

The characteristics and relationships of the pigments of the eye of D~'osoph, ila may be
discussed under several heads.
(1) The evidence for the presence of two pigment components has been reviewed. To
this may be added further data on their absorption properties as given by Ephrussi &
Herold (1944). The red pigment extracted in AEA has a bell-shaped absorption era're with
a slower rise in absorption from the shorter wave-lengths to the peak than a fM1 to the
longer wave-lengths, and with the peak of maximum absorption at or around 480 m~;
the absorption curve of the reduced browa pigment in AMA is flatter, with a downward
Table 13. Relative amounts of red and b~'own p,~qments in the eyes of car and car t
and q/' their' combinations zoith zo~~
B,ed pigment

:Brown pigment

2,
3~ X l ) , I l O .

eft?"

XXVIII

0.1856
0.1830
0.1908
0.1881
0.2047
0.1908

~'Ie~n 13
s.E.

0.1905
4- 0.0038

-

-

~Oc~ ca,?'

XXVI

0.0210
0.0233
0'0205
0.0190
0'0188
-

~'[ean E
s.~.

-

0,0205
4-0.00078

~,,
Ca? "l

0.1027
0.0965
0.0979
0'1038
0.1008
0.1084
0,I053
0.1022
4- 0,0016
~o c~ e a r 1

0.0102
0.0119
0,0108
0.0099
0'0102
0.0108
0.0106
4-0.00029

efb?"

0.0310
0.0302
0.0298
0'0309
0.0321
0.0320
-

-

0.0310
4- 0.0003
7000 e f i r

0.0146
0.0152
0,0157
0.0153
0'0143
0.0140
0,0149
-t=0.00027

e ft? "1

0.0296
0.0278
0.0310
0.0283
0.0280
0.0302
@0283
0.0290
:L 0'0005
'~0c ~ CCE~"1

0.0073
0.0084
0.0071
0'0076
0'0085
0.0080
0.0077
=t=0.00024

slope from the ultra-violet to the longer wave-lengths but generally with a peak ag or
around 444 ln/z. Qualitative differences in eolour of the granules is not necessarily correlated with qualitative differences in the pigments; a ease in point is that of raspberry~,
in which the magenta type of aggregate eoloar of the granules is not the restdt of modified
pigments.
However, qualitatively different red pigments do seem to occur in certain cases if judged
ou the basis of changes in the absorption curves. First, in the case of the eombinaglons
between ruby, garne%a and carnation it is evident from a comparison of their curves in
Fig. 5 that the absorption at the shorter wave-lengths is relatively higher, in the eombina"
tion ruby-carnation, to t~heextent of causing a downward slope at the shorter wave-lcng'bhs.
On the other hand, the era'yes of ]Pig. 5 are of a shape similar to thalt found by Ephrussi
(1945) when he mixed an extract of red pigment fl'Oln the mutant scarlet with impnrigiss
obtained from the white-eyed eombinatioll scarlet-white. If the fact that the namsd
combinations of genes yield very dilute extracts is taken into consideration it is reasonable
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to accept the premise that the curves are qualitatively changed due to the fact t h a t
impurities (extracted in the case of all types of eyes) have a, greater chance to show up
in sLleh dilute concentrations (to the g~'eatest extent in the combination with the most
dilute extract). A similar qualitative variation was also evident in the absorption curves
of the combinations garnet'<scarlet and ruby-scarlet which coutain low concentrations of
red pigment; since the latter combinations presumably contain no brown l?igmen% :it
a.ppears ~llat. th e change of curve in the former series cannot be ascribed as being due mainly
g0 an admixtm'e of brown pigment dissolved by the AEA. There is thus no evidence for
the presence of different components iu the red pigment of these rout,ants. Secondly, the
case of the qualitatively changed curves of the red pigment of the alleles of the white
series is closely rela.ted to the problem of the possible occurrence of different components
in the red pigment. As shown in :Figs. 6 and 7 the curves of this series vary in different
aspect,s, viz. the variation for certain members in different experiments, the variation
between different members of the series, and the variation between the type of curve of
the series and t h a t of the wild-type or scarlet or carnation.
In the first kind of variation it is seen that the differences between the two curves of
sagstuua and the two of coral are greater than the differences between the average curves
of these two members and the curves of members such as eosin and apricot, which are
nearly similar in the two experiments. No reason has become evident for the greater rise
in absorption in all members in the middle wave-lengths of Fig. 6; the extraction times
were equal for eosin and apricot, and it is not clear whether the great difference between
~he cm'ves for satsuma in :Figs. 6 and 7 could be ascribed to the fact t h a t the material of
the cm've of the former underwent a longer period of extraction than in the case o f the
latter. One essential correspondence between the curves of each particular allele will be
pointed out later.
With regard to the second type of variation it becomes clear, if an interpolated cm~ve
of eosin (calculated as double the concentration of the actual curve) is used as a basis of
comparison, that the differences between the members of the series are exaggerated due
to differences in concentration of pigment. I n Fig. 6 the curves of satsuma- and coral are
close to the interpolated curve; in :Fig. 7 the curve of satsuma is also dose to the inter.polated curve excepting for the somewhat higher absorption at the shorter wave-]engths.
From the data of these figures it seems reasonable to postulate t h a t the variation which
remains after comparison of equal concentrations of pigment for the various members
may be due to experimental error, and to accept the red pigment of the series as being
of a single type.
0onsidering the third type of variation, however, one must conclude t h a t the red pigmeat, or pigment extracted in AEA, of the white series of alleles is qualitatively different
from that of the wild-type or mutants such as scarlet, raspberry and carnation. Although
in Fig. 6 there is a peak in the region of 460-~180 mtz and in Fig. 7 there is a definite
change of slope at about 480 m/~, the whole shape of these cm'ves is different to tlm bellshaped type characteristic of the typical red pigment. At this point it might be advisable
t0 consider the curve of the AEA extract of the eyes of the mutan~ brown in Fig. 6. F r o m
the middle to the.longer wave-lengths this cm:ve coincides with the curves of eosin and
apricot,, ])tit at the shorter wave-lengths (400-~M0 m/z) the absorption is relatively higher,
Wherein it is comparable to satsunm which has been shown to possess a v e r y large amount
of brown pigment. If the mutant brown possesses any red pigment it is of a. type similar
11-2
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to t h a t of the white series, whereas if AEA dissolves some brown pigment to ~l~
,~" ,~~, the
relatively high absorption at the shorter wave-lengths (the curve in Fig. 6 may be the
specific type for the brown pigment in AEA) then the cm've of satsuma may have its
shape influenced by the high content of brown pigment it possesses. The allele white with
colourless eyes gives an absorption curve for AEA extract, in Fig. 7, which is of a shape
similar to t h a t of the other members, viz. a curve with a nmrc or less continuous downward
slope to the longer wave-lengths. Considering all this evidence the possibility rcmaias
that the change in shape of' the curve for the white alleles is partly the result, of an
admixture of brown pigment (which absorbs more at the shorter wave-lengths); ia
this series the brown component is the main pigment and might be of a different solubi[iiy
to that of the wild-type.
On the or
hand, Ephmssi (19~5) has also given absorption curves of' AEA extracts
of some members of the white series which are similar in general type to those of Fig. 7,
These era'yes were, however, for these alleles combined with st and thus presumably
containing no brown.pigmen% and in addition there appeared to be great qualitative
variation in his curves; the lower the allele, i.e. the less the pigment content, the s~eeper
the slope of the curve, or the relatively higher the absorption at the shorter wave-lengths
to that at the longer wave-lengths. Based on these and other facts Ephrussi evolved
a working hypothesis that the alleles of this series condition a continuously varying series
of molecular structures built to various degrees of complexity from identical buildiag
blocks, a process of condensation appearing to be one of the underlying mechanisms--in
other words, the different phenotypes are due to changes in proportion of different com.
pounds of a mixture. Ephrussi sought corroborative evidence in, for example, the changB
in shape of absorption era.yes of the allele coral due to age, the fractionation of extract~
of red pigment from scarlet, and the correlation between eye-colour changes during pupal
development of scarlet and the properties of different pigmented compounds. [n none
of these cases does the evidence seem statistically significant. In the first case individual
or random variation is often greater than that shown in his curves for coral for intervals
of several days' ageing (of. his Fig. 2 and the m~rves of satsuma and coral in Figs. 6 and 7
of the present study). In the second case his fraction I (taken for the first few hours of
extract~ion) has the type of curve found in Fig. 5, a change possibly related go the impurities in the first extraction; as a matter of fact after subtracting an amount for impurities the curve of the first fraction is not significantly different from those of the second
and third fractions, corresponding to extractions within 24=hr. In the third case (extrac~i0n
of pupal eyes in the early yellow stage, t~he middle orange stage and the tare red stage) ih~
same objections hold--even though, the curves are given as log E, some flattening musi
be expected for a decrease in concent~rahon of pigments. An objection which may fllr~her
be made against the interpretation of Ephrussi of the changed shapes of these curves of
the white alleles is t h a t the possible interaction effect of st with which they were combined
was ignored. In an attempt to confirm the findings of Ephrussi photometric measm'emengs
were fallen at 400 m/~ of the AEA extracts of the material of Exp. XV of Table 9, i.e. ~he
same material of which the curves of ]sis 7 are a sample, not combined with scarlet.
Using as an indication of the relative absorptions at the shorter and longer wave-lengbhs
~

c9"

the ratio E at 400 mt~ of the various determinations of Exp. XV, the series may be
E at 4:80 mff
arranged as follows in descending order of red pigment concentration:
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Allele
Ratio E at 400 m/z
E ~t 480 m/~
Brown pigment content
Ratio P~edpigment content
llcla.tive proportion of brown pigment
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1.1
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0.8
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It should be noted that notwithstanding the apparent differences in shape of curve from
those of Fig. 7, these ratios agree reasonably well with the equivalent ratios for Exp. X
in Fig. 6. The relative absorptions at the shorter and longer wave-lenge~hs do not agree
with the hypothesis of Ephmssi that there is an increase in slope from the higher to the
lower alleles, but they do indicate qualitative differences between the curves of the differellt
alleles, although in what measure they m a y be taken as indication of qualitatively different
pigments is not so evident since the slopes are not as steel? as in the case of Fig. 1 of
l~phrussi (1945); the ratio E at 400 mix was calculated for his curves and for the relevant
E at 480 mt~,
alleles was approximately
W c~

~l)e

"lOa

W

1'0

1'4

1"9

3'0

The contention of Ephrussi (1945), based on the measurement of E of mixtures of a n
extract of scarlet eyes and an extract of the eyes of white, that the shapes of curves of
AEA extracts of the eyes of the white alleles cannot be accounted for by the assumption
of a constant amount of impurities and varying amounts of pigment, must be admitted as
valid for the curves he has given. In the case of the data presented, as has been suggested,
these so-called impurities might be dissolved brown pigment; for the data of El?hrussi;
however, the brown pigment was postulated to be absent due to combination with s t , and
in the present dati~ there is no simple linear relation between the ratio of E at the shorter
and the longer wave-lengths and the ratio of brown pigment content to red pigment
content or the relative proportions of brown pigment in the members of the series.
Brief mention m a y here be made of other work which seems to indicate a complex of
red pigments. Wald & Allen (1946) extracted the main body of the eye pigment with water,
ehromatographed the extracts on a column of talc and then developed the chromatogram
with a dilute alkaline solution ; they found the red pigment to form fore' principal bands
of adsorption with subfractions in the case of the first two bands, and concluded that all
four pigments of the first two bands represent a group of very closely related substances
possessing identical or nearly identical chromophore groups. This work was continued
and elaborated by Maas (194:8), who fractionated the red pigment of cinnabar flies into
two main adsorption bands, called the red component, with maximum absorption at
480 m/z, two })ands for a yellow with maximum absorption at 340-360 m/x, and one band
for a colourless component with maximum absorption at 280 mix. He separated the yellow
component from the red and the colourless by differentiM solution, first in methyl alcohol
and then in AlgA, measured the extracts photometrically and tbund, in contrast to Ephrussi,
that in the development of the eye from the pupal stages to the adult the three components
increase at more or less the same rate, i.e. the changes during development are not of
a qualitative but of a quantitative nature, indicating t h a t the components formed in
a parallel fashion. For the alleles coral, eosin and apricot (made homozygous for cinnabar)
Maas also found a parallel simultaneous increase in all three components. He describes
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the members of the red ]?igment complex as having similar chemical and physical pro.
perties but with differences in adsorption behaviour, absorption spectra and solubility.
They may be similar compounds differing in groups which have little to do with the
light-absorption properties of the substance ; however, he admits t h a t one cannot be sure
tha~ the compounds exist separately in the living eye, and further that no gene is l<no~va
which affects members of the red colnponents separately. The curves of the red pignleat
~n. the members of the white series found in the present study show resemblances itl the
visible part of the spectrum to the absorption curve of the yellow component of Maas;
according to this worker it is to be expected that pals of the red pigment may have an
absorption peak in the near ultra-violet, since this is the region of maximum light intensity,
and the eye pigments of Drosol)hil(~ serve mainly as screening pigments.
If all. these facts are taken into consideration the simplest hypothesis is that the red
pigment consists of a specific ehromophore group which may be separated[ into components
during extraction and chromatographic fraetionation; mutation might then affect the
chromophore group in an analogous manner, so that for mutants such as the white alleles
the main part of the red pigment will be represented by a modifiedchromophore group.
In a similar way the change of eolour in the mutant brown from the brown of the newly
emerged fly to the purplish brown at the end of the first day m a y be due to the additional
deposition, of. some of this modified red pigment during t h a t period. For the complete
red piglnent the absorption curve would then have a peak in the ultra-violet, a drop to
about ~:00 m/z, a rise to ~I80 m/z and a drop to 560 m/z; for a modified type of red pigment
there would be a peak in. the ultra-violet, while the drop t.o 4:00 m/z would contimle t0
540-560 m/z.
The brown pigment is qualitatively different to the red if judged on the basis of the
light-absorption curve, though as far as the general drop in absorption in the wave-lengths
of visible light is concerned, it shows a resemblance to the yellow component ol; the
fl'actionated red pigment of Maas. I~owever, the brown pigment shows a curve with
a drop from the ultra-violet region and a rise to the region 4A:0-4-50 m/z, followed by a
continuous drop to the longer wave-lengths. Villee (19~:7) has found a pigment in the eye
of Habrobracon. (a parasitic wasp) with properties similar to those of the brown pigment
of D~'osol)hila, and found a drop in absorption from ~100 mt~ to a plateau between 420 and
~70 mt~; this plateau he takes as an indication of the presence of several components.
In Droso2)hila the general occurrence' of a peak at or around ~l~l~:m/z may be taken as an
indication of the presence of a fairly specific compound. The fact that, as in Fig. 8, the
absorption curves of this pigment in mutants such as coral and apricot appear to be
qualitatively different need not invalidate this argument because in these mutants the
concentration of pigment is very dilute--curves similar to that of apricot have been found
for the combination ruby-brown, in ong case with a general drop but a plateau at 4:20~50 m./~, and in another case with a definite peak at ~l~t m/z. The question of the sta~e of
oxidation-reduction of the brown pigment has been discussed. Beadle & Tatum (1941)
assert t h a t on the first appearance in the pupa the brown is largely or wholly oxidized
(yellow), and as development proceeds the equilibrium shifts in the direction of the reduced
forln; this eqtdlibrium between oxidized and reduced brown appears to be gene-eont,rolM.
While accepting this as a possibility, it must again be stated t h a t the brown pigmen~
appears yellowish in eyes which are highly diluted so that the change from yellow through
tan to brown dm'ing the development of brown pigmentation in a mutant such as bro~
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may be a quantitative rather than a qualitative change. However, even in such a highly
dilated eye as t h a t of the combination ruby-brown the individual granules appear as
~roWn, and the premise of an increase in the stage of reduction proves acceptable: in such
a case the change fi:om yellowish brown to purplish brown in the m u t a n t brown could be
ascribed to au increase in the state of reduction (reduced brown is pinkish). Judged on
the basis of change of colour of the brown pigment from brown.ish to yellowish during
and after extraction, it seems possible t h a t i~z ~ivo it generally is found in a high state of
reduction but t h a t exceptions are :found in various mutants. In the case of the mutant
brown the primary (and perhaps basal) cells have brown granules which could be a more
oxidized form of the pigment than the purplish brown of the other cells. In the case of
raspberry" the primary cells (yellowish brown) would contain the more oxidized form of
the pigment, while the dark brown granules of the primary cells of satsuma and other
alleles would contain a more reduced form.
The curves of extracts of brown-scarlet eyes in AEA and. AMA show no definite trend
in absorption, the curve of AEA extract being flat with more or less random variation,
and the curve of AMA extract having a downward slope to the longer wave-lengths but
wii~lalarge random variations. In this combination the extracted material m a y be termed
impurities, but not totally so in the case of white; in this mutant, although it possesses
c0Iourless eyes, there are traces of the kinds of pigments found in the higher members of
t~heseri~s (el. Fig. 7).
(2) The quantities of pigment produced by the wild-type and the various mutants m a y
aexC be considered. In the case of the comparison, between the wild-type, scarlet and
brown the existence of a systema.tie difference in size of eyes complicated the evaluation
of t~he quantitative relations. The results of Exps, X X I I and X X I I I in Table 2 are not
conclusive enough for solving this problem. In Exp. X X I I I , where eye sizes were matched
for the wild-type and scarlet, the former contained significantly more red pigment than
t~helatter; in Exp. X X I I , where E was corrected for body size, the red content of scarlet
still remains in excess of that of the wild-type. A re-examination was made of the strains
of wild-type and scarlet flies used for photometric determinations, and it appears that
for more or less equal body size the eyes of both males and females of scarlet were larger
than those of the wild-type. Whether these are characteristics of the two specific strains
or whether the scarlet gene in general causes an enlarged eye is not brown, but evidence
may be sought in the few other investigations on these types. In an experiment on wildtype and scarlet flies reared in the same bottle Epiu'ussi & I-Ierold (19~) found that the
pigment content of scarlet females as e0mpared with wild-type was 101.2 % for average
E values and 105.7 % when corrected for weight. In Table 2 of the present study the
data for Exp. X X I I shows the pigment content of scarlet females as compared with wildtype to be 105.7 %, 104.4: ~o, 102.7 %. As in the c~se of the material, of Ephrussi & I-Ierold
the two strains were not isogenie; however, the data indicates a similar difference between
the two strains, viz. the scarlet strain contains more red pigment probably because of
larger eyes. On the other hand, Claney (private eomnmnieation) has found a statistically
significant excess of red pigment in a strain, of wild-type over that in scarlet, though his
result,s are apparently not corrected for weight. It might here be noted t h a t the increased
amount of red pigment in the eyes of scarlet m a y possibly be related to the fact that large
granules or agglutinations of granules are present in the outer region of the eye of this
mutant (Nolte, 1950).
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In the case of the brown pigment of the wild-type and the m u t a n t brown several factors
complicate the comparison of quantitative data. As has been mentioned, the subjectively
judged difference in eye size and the measured body-weight difference are about equal
when comparing the strains of wild-type and brown used in ].~xp. X X I I so that correcti0~
for weight should give values for more or less equal-sized eyes; the wild-type st,rain still
contains more brown pigment than the brown strain by about 13-17 %. A re-examination
of the strains showed that the brown mutant does not in all cases appear to have Smaller
eyes than the wild-type. However, it is apparent that the values for the wild-type might
be too low since some brown pigment may be extracted in AEA. The experiment reported
in connexion with Table 2 yields a corrected E for the residual solute in AEA ext,raets of
wild-type and scarlet eyes of respectively 0.0389 and 0"0350, and 0"0~04- and[ 0"0196, for
two experiments; the wild-type extract exceeds t h a t of scarlet by 0-0039 and 0"0208
respectively. These values are too widely divergent to be of use, but they do indicate the
possibility that the values of E for the brown pigment in the wild-type of Tables I and 2
are too low. Such additions w e n d increase the excess of brown pigment in the wild4ype
over t h a t in the brown mutant, so that for equal-sized eyes the former cont'~ins more
brown pigment. The data presented indicate the possibility t h a t st and bw, in addition
to suppressing the production of the brown and red pigments respectively, also reduce the
amounts of the red and brown pigments respectively, and that in general, as for the strains
tested, st also increases eye size.
The solution of some material in the eyes of the mutant brown by AEA has been discussed, and for 24- hr. extraction E=0"0062 at 4-4-4-m/~ and 0"004-9 at 4-80 m/~. Part of thfs
solute is most likely brown pigment although part m a y be a modified red pigment,, as has
been pointed out. In most mutant types of eyes a small residual content of pigment is
indicated by the very light purplish or pinkish tinge after Ai~A following pre-ext, racti0n
with AEA. All values for brown pigment in such cases of douhle extraction are consequently
probably too low by the very small amount retained in the eye, although in the comparison
of m u t a n t types this value would have a small effect in the ease of eyes with fair amount~
of brown pigment. With respect to the so-called impurities extracted by AEA and AMA,
reference to Table 3 shows that in the combination bwst the stun of values for the Alga
and AMA extracts is roughly eqlfivalent to the value of the extract in AMA alone.
Apparently these extracted substances are not pigments, but may rightly be termed
impurities. For the determination of actual amolmts of red and brown pigment~ in any
m u t a n t the values for bwst should then be subtracted.
An attempt was made to find a simple linear relation between the white alleles as regards
their pigment production. This attempt was not very successful, either because [,here is
no such relation or because of other factors; first, the qualitatively different red pigment
shows no peak in absorption in the visible spectrum, and although there is a definite
change of slope at 4.60-4-80 mtL, it is not certain that quantitative measurement, s ab this
wave-length will give comparable values ; secgndly, relationships might become more clear
if all the known alleles of the locus were tested; thirdly, it appeared essential that a certain
value for impurities should be subtracted from the observed[ value for each allele, bu~
whether this value is that for bzv st cannot be known with certainty--the very dilute col0ur
].eft in m u t a n t eyes after double extraction indicates that more pigment may 15(; left in
these eyes t h a n the absorbing impurities which occurs in b~vst eyes, so that subtract.ion of
the values for the latter would, be a Ntile procedm'e. If the value for bzvst is subtracted
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from the values for the red pigment of the white alleles in Tables 9 and 10 the ratio of
red pigment, cont,ent of the series is as follows :
w (1):w a (6):w ,~ (8):w bl (16):w 8"t (18):w ~~ (21),
and the equivalent ratio of brown pigment content is
w (1):w" (5):w bl (8):w ~ (9):w c~ (13):w 8at (66).
If the values for
content

bwst

are not subtracted the approximate ratios are, for the red pigment
w

(1):zo" (3):zo ~ (6):zo bt (7):zo ~at (8):zoo~ (9),

and for the brown pigment content
w (1):zo" (6):zo bt (5):zo * (6):zo c~ (9):w ~at (29).
If the E for t,he red pigment at 600 m/~ is taken as a basis of comparison, the quantitative
ratios ~ e somewhat different but are not simplified. The only valid conclusion to be drawn
fromthe dat,a is t,hat there is no correlation between the amounts of red and brown pigment
produced by t,hese alleles, but that the increase in amount of each pigment runs in the
order as given above.
Special ment,ion must be made of two alleles. First, satsuma conditions the production
of a very large amount of brown pigment, extracts of the eyes of this allele reaching the
deepest, colour of all the brown extracts. The values of E obtained are higher than that for
the brown pigment in the wild-type or the brown mutant; the strahl used was a strong,
big-bodied st,rain which might have eyes larger than is normal for the wild-type, although
it should be noted that histologically the eyes of satsuma are a deep brown in eolour with
a deposit, of especially dark brown granules in the primary cells (Nolte, 1950). Secondly,
the allele blood is dependent on temperature for its expression, with the quantities of both
pigments varying in the same direction as a function of the temperature, a fact which has
also been shown by Ephrussi & Herold (1965) who found the variation of the brown to
follow a st,raight, line but that of the red a curve of different shape. It has also been
mentioned t,hat, cherry is very variable in phenotype; the only quantitative determination
was made in Exp. X X I of Table 9, giving an E value for the red pigment of 0"0088
(bei~veen t,he values for eosin and apricot) and an E for the brown pigment of 0"0220
(be~een t,he values for coral and eosin).
h eonsiderat,ion of the data on the white alleles leads to the conclusion that multiple
alleles may superficially or maeroseopieally appear to act in a linear quantitative way,
but,that, when more closely analysed they are found to lead to results which should rather
be taken as representing qualitative changes, e.g. the disproportions between the amounts
of red and brown pigments in the members of this series--multiple mutations at a locus
are probably oft,en qualitatively different in effect. In this connexion it may be of interest
to note that, mut,ations at the white locus are qualitatively different in their action to that
of Che posit,ion-effect of the locus, viz. white-mottled-6. One similarity is that the latter
is also great,ly affected by envh'onmental factors in its phenotypie eN)ression; in the ease
of iCs pigmm~t,s, however, white-mottled-6 gives absorption era'yes which are typical of
the pigment~s of the wild-type, and the amounts of the pigments are reduced by more
nearly equivalent, values.
To rettu.n t,o t,he general effect of eye-eolour genes, viz. that of reducing the amounts of
both pigment,s to a, greater or lesser extent Table 16 may be of ve,lue it~ summari~in~ and
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comparing these data. The quantitative differences in pigment content are indicated as
approximations and show that a mutant gene may suppress the production of either
pigment, or reduce the amounts of both greatly or to a small extent, or of one great;ly and
of the other to a lesser extent. No simple linear relationship is indicated as existing betwee~
t,he amounts of red and brown pigmentIgenes act differentially on the two pigments.
When we compare data such as this with ~he histological picture of the eye of the individual
nmgants (Nolge, 1950), we find a reason in partfor such divergences: the possibly increased
eye size of st and the large granules or agglutinations of granules in the outer regio,1 of the
eye; the possibly smaller size of ~he eyes of bw and the defi.nigely smaller basal pig~uent
cells; the absence of red pigment in the primary cells of ~'b and ga and the increased size
of the brown granules in the primary pigment cells of the former ; the small basal pigment
cells of car; the disarranged secondary pigment cells and the reduced basal cells and post.
retinal region of ~'as~; the heavy deposit of brown in wTM, especially in the primary pigment
Table 1~I. The p'ro2ortions qf 'red and brown 2@ments, expressed as cLpproximate percentages
of the a,mounts in rite wihl-ty~)e, in the eyes of various ~nutants of Drosophila
Mtl~ang
st
bw

rb
cm
ga
car
ras ~

w
wa

ws
w~
w c~
w sat
rb st
c'm, s t
ga s t

I~ed p i g m e n t
102
I
13
42
23
41
15
0"3
]
2
2

:Brown pigment
I
80
47
38
57
57
100
4
14:
23
20

3

34:

3

113

3

--

17

--

9

--

carst

23

--

rb bw
cmbw
g~ b w
carbw

---

16

---

19
45
46

cells; the different colours in the different pigment regions of w% and the small basal
pigment cells of this a.nd other alleles of the series. Quantita,tive pigment differences are
concomitant with quantitative and qualitative histological differences between mutants.
(3) The interaction of genes in combination is mainly expressed as a farther reduction
in pigment content. Reference to Tables 4 and 5 of the data on the ruby group of nm~ant~
shows that st effects a fm'ther great reduction in the amount of red pigment in the m,,~ants
ruby, carmine, garnet a and carnation, while bw similarly reduces the amount of br0w~
pigment. This reduction is summarized in Table 14, and again indicates the changed
relations of carmine with carnation and ruby as regards the red and brown pigments
respectively, l~eference to Tables 6 and 7 of the data on the combinations inter se of the
ruby group sh.ows that further reduction in pigment production takes place h~ doubl~
and triple combinations, even to a greater extent than combinations of these genc:s with
scarlet and brown. Although as a rule the triple combinations are less pigmcnl;cd than
{he doubles, there appear to be exceptions; ,rbcar has less red pigment than ~'bg:~car bat
less brown pigment than rbcmea~', while ~'bga has more brown pigment than ~'bcmga ba~
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less red pigment. In doubles there appears to be no relation between the amounts of
pi~mel~t itt the mutants singly and in their combinations, e.g. instead of the order of
O
decreosmg
content for both pigments in Table 6 of ~'bg'a-~-ga cc~'-~-,rb cc~,r, the order dependent
011the amounts of red and brown pi.gment in the nmtan~s individually should have been
f ca.r~.~.b ca.~'~"rb g a.

hi the case of raspberry 2 the interaction of st seems to prod.uce no added cffec~, though
the interaction of b~,vreduces the brown, pigment content; this seems more a case of recessive
epistasis since the pigment content in brown and ra.spberry2-brown is very similar. For
~hemutants tested the general effect of combination with st and b~v is a progressive increase
in reduction of pigmentation, a result in direct contrast to the premise of i\{ainx (i[938)
~hat the col(mr tone and intensity of a m u t a n t eye is equal to the sum of those of its
e0mbinat,ions with st and b% an assumption indirectly implied by other workers.
In the ease of the white series of multiple alleles it is to be noted t h a t the red pigment is
already reduced to a great extent, so t h a t progressive reduction in combinations mainly
affects the brown pigment. No combinations were made of any of the alleles with st
and b'~v, lint Mainx (1938) reported t h a t for such types of combination a reduction of
pigmentation takes place. In the present investigation it has been shown that combina~0n with the genes of the ruby group causes a progressive increase in reduction to such
an extent that lighter colours, viz. white, have been obtained than by Nainx in his
c0mbinagions with scarlet and brown; e.g. while 'wr~'rb is white, Mainx found ,wab~v to be
slightly lighter than apricot and ~vr~st to be very light pinkish yellow. In the photometric
determinations of pigment in Table 11 the data on the interaction of ruby with the alleles
sat~uma, coral, eosin and apricot show t h a t in the last, tv/o members the anaount of red
pigment is reduced to t h a t anaount of absorbing substance occurring in white, while the
amount of brown pigment is reduced to t h a t amount of absorbing substance occurring
in bwst. In the case of the last two members the reduction is non-linear in the relations
between the red and brown pigments.
In contrast to the white alleles which reduce the pigments differentially we find that the
p0sNon-effeet of the locus, viz. white-mottled-~, acts more nearly equally on both pig,
ments; fl)r the values in Exp. X X I V in Table 12 as compared with the wild-type there is
a 25% reduction in red pigment and a 15 % reduction in brown pigment, a feature which
may be ascribed to the total suppression of pigmentation (as seen histologically) insome
0mmagidial elements. In combination wi~h st the red pigment content is apparently
unMt'ected at normal temperatures, but in combination with b~v there is a large reduction
in brown pigment content. At lower temperatures ~here is a large reduction in red pigment
in white-mottled-~ and a very much greater reduction in the combination with st, while
the brown pigment of white-mottled-~ is not greatly affected but apparently increased[
in the combination with bzv; here again we find. differential effects appearing, i.e. a
disproporgionality in interaction.
This disproportionate effect is also seen in the combinations of the two alleles of carnation
with wee. Whereas e~' has twice the amount of red pigment which is found in cc~a but an
equivalent amount of brown pigment, in the combinations with coral both pigments of
the former are twice the amounts of the latter.
To generalize on the progressive increase fit reduction of pigmentation in compounds,
9it is evident, first, t h a t in the material tested such reduction in the content of a single
pigment ks not additive but disproportionate. Disproportionate qualitative effects have
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been described by ]3ridges (1919) in the case of genes with no appreciable effect of their
own but modifying the colour of w~; e.g. cream-3 has a slightly diluted, eye colour, but i~
combination with eosin the colour is modified to cream. Disproportionate quant, itagive
effects have also been studied in D~'osophila. Waletsky (1939) found that in the ease 0f
two mutant genes reducing wing shape and size the values for the combination1 were
significantly snlaller than those expected for a simple additive effect of the two genes.
Neel (1941) measured quantitatively the increase in nmnber of chaetae conditioned hy
ttn'ee different mutant genes; the combination of two or three genes resulted in wide
deviations from a n additive phenotype, and he concluded t h a t some marked interaction
resulted in a strong mutual reinforcement of phenotypic effects--the effects were super.
additive. In the case of the quantitative data presented in this study the amount of
reduction in the red or the brown pigment in most combinations of mutant genes is of
a sub-additive nature; reduction is less than the stun of the reductions effected by the
eombinant genes individually. Whereas additive effects would suggest developmental
independence of the reactions resulting from the possession of the different genes, the
data giving sub-additive values suggest an overlapping of effects; somewhere, at different
stages of the chain of reactions leading to the formation of an eye pigment, there exisgs
a precm'sor or substrate or several of these materials, the amounts of which or the ra~e
of formation of which are influenced by different genes.
Secondly, the occurrence of a differential effect of a gene on the quantities of the red
and brown pigments in compounds appears to be fairly general, at least among the mutant
loci tested, and this phenomenon will be discussed in due course.
In terms of the general classification of the effects of interaction on phenotypie expression
we find various types represented among the genes which were tested. A recessive cpistasi~
is the type of effect of the allele white and seems to apply also to white-mottled-4 in
combination with scarlet, and perhaps to raspberry 2 in combination with brown. The total
suppression of pigmentation in the combination brown-scarlet might be termed co,nplementary epistasis or suppression--the suppressor effects of each being epistatic over the
other. Genes such as those of the ruby group in combination with the white alleles ac~
as diluters on the higher alleles but as suppressors on the lower alleles, but due to their
non-linear effect on the two pigments, genes of this type might be termed differential
diluters.
(40 The data on the qualitative and quantitative action and interactions of nlutan~
genes would be expected to produce some evidence on genie action in the pigmentatioll
of the eye of D'rosopMla; especially important shoNd be the contributions from the interactions of mutated gene loci and position-effect of such loci.
Evidence from the white alleles could lead to the premise of mutations at a locus being
of such a natm'e that the only differences in action are of a quantitative kind. This seems
to be borne out by the fact that the phenotypes as judged maeroscopieally in the combinations with the genes of the ruby group seem to be more or less proportionately
reduced, with the increasing order of effect on all the alleles tested, with the exception of
satsuma, being carnation->garnetS-> carmine->ruby (Nolte, 1952); subsidiary proof seems
to be the Net tlhat in b eterozygotes of the alleles the phenotype is generally intermedia~s
ill natm'e. Sucli a premise is, however, untenable for the following reasons. First, ~hs
white alleles produce a red pigment qualitatively different to t h a t of the normal allele
(this Net is most likely a reason for the appearance of the brown type of co]om'ing hist0"
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logically); ye~ quantitatively neither the red nor the brown pigment is reduced to the
same extent concomitantly with the reduction in eye-colour phenotype. Secondly, a
clifferengial effect is evident in combination with genes such as ruby. Thirdly, while the
allele blood simulates the other alleles by the changes in phenotype at various temperatures,
yet the proportions of its two pigments are totally different to those of the simulated
alleles. Fourthly, there are exceptions to the rule that a heterozygote of two different
alleles is intermediate in phenotype; according to Mainx (1938) 'w~~ is much lighter in
eye colour than homozygous ~v~'~ while ~v~/~v resembles the eosin male, and ~v~./~v is not
much light,or than houmzygous ~v". Fifthly, in a comparison of the wild-type allele of
white with certain of its mutant alleles Olaney (i9~8) reported that individuals heterol,ygou,s for the alleles but homozygous for vermilion have in all cases produced less red
pigment than their control vermilion sibs, and further that a statistically significant
grouping occurs such that tbr the alleles tested and under the conditions of the experiment,
the order fm,n the lowest to the highest in content of red pigment, and the grouping, is
as follows:

'to" and 'wt-+~v and ~ve-->~v~'~ and ~d'->'w bz and ~v'~'t.

The general conclusion is that mutation at the white locus causes differential quantitative
and qualitative changes in the action of the gone.
We may now inquire into the function of this locus, approaching the problem from
various ~peet, s. In the first instance, because of differential quantitative and qualitative
changes in t,he action of the series, the alleles cannot be thought of simply as variations
of the gone with effect on the strength of a single primary reaction, and thus they cannot
rightly be classed as hypomorphs following Muller (1935), i.e. as genes doing a work
similar t/o that of the wild-type allele but less effficiently--there is a partial change to
neomorphism in their effects. A consideration of the dominance relations at this locus
shows that whereas the mutant alleles are recessive to the normal allele, the dominance of
the latter is incomplete. According to Muller (1935) the eye colour of an attaehed-X
chromosome individual carrying the allele white in both the X-chromosomes and a wildtype alIele in a third X-chromosome is more maroon-like, i.e. is of a type similar to t h a t
of coral but nearer to the wild-type. This incomplete dominance seems to be corroborated
by the above-mentioned work of Clancy (19~8). In addition to the susceptibility to
environmental factors there e~sts a fro'thor correlation between the position-effect of and
mutations at the white locus, shown in the phenomenon of dominance; white-mottled-4
is recessive to the normal allele but partially dominant to white ('w~"~/~v females have eyes
much more obviously mottled in colour than t h e homozygous white-mottled-~ females),
A farther comparison between the changes at the white locus is indicated in the case of
the temperature-effect on blood and white-mottled-4:. For blood it has been shown that
both pigments are reduced in amount with a rise in temperature, and though this has been
stated to bc more or less proportional, there is actually a more rapid decrease in the red
pigment,content, a fact which has also been reported by Ephrussi (19~5) for a rise between
17 and 25~ C. lror white-mottled-~l the data of Table 12 show that with a drop in temperatare the amount of red pigment is greatly decreased in both ,w'~'~ and ~v~"ast, while there is
very li~le decrease in the amount of brown pigment; the variations in red pigment content.
by temperatm:e-effeet are in reverse directions in blood and white-mottled-~.
The fact that genotypic changes at the white locus affect both pigments, but the production of the red to a greater extent than that of the brown, is accentuated by further
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evidence. First, there is the evidence of the greater amount of reduction in red pigraea~
in the varions alleles as compared with the wild-type. Secondly, the depositi~m of red
pigment in coral takes longer to reach its maximrLm than is usually the case for mutants
(Eph.russi, ] 9~5). Thirdly, an indication of the 'brown' nature of the mutated white locus
is obtained when we compare the variegation (mottling) resulting from the transpositi0a
of the locus to heterochromatin, with the dominant mosaic alleles of bw, called Pluto
(Glass, 193~1-); the latter type of variegation is also the result of chromosome rearrangement
affecting the transposition of the normal brown loons. That both pigments are, however,
to a great extent affected simultaneously is shown by the data of Table 10 and the Work
of Ephrussi & Herold (1945) on the allele blood with respect to the effect of temperature
on the pigment content; both pigments show maximal variation produced by temperature
changes during the same developmental stage, viz. 40-~t8 hr. after puparinm t'ormation.
This was striking in view of the fact that in the wild-type at 25 ~ C. deposition of brown
pigment begins ~i8 hr. after puparium formation and that of red at about 70 hr. ; with this
impolCaa~t fact must be coupled another, and this is that the quantities vary in the Same
direction as a function of the temperature.
To summarize and correlate all the different effects of the genotypically different forms
of the white locus the following m a y be mentioned. The normal allele is incompletely
domhaant over the mntang alleles; white-mottled-~ suppresses pigmentation in some
ommatidia and slows down the rate of, or at some stage stops, the deposition ot! the red
pigment (evidenced by the more yellowish colom' in the outer region of the eye) ; the mutant
alleles slow down the later stages of pigment deposition, i.e. the deposition of th~
red (this is indicated by the longer period taken for the attainment of m a ~ m n m red pigment content in the allele coral) ; the deposition of brown pigment is increased in the allele
satsuma, and a relatively heavy deposit of brown in the granules of the primary pigment
cells takes place in the higher members of the series (Nolte, 1950); a reduction in the size
of the basal pigment cells occurs in alleles such as coral and lower members ; the mutant
alleles condition the production of a qualitatively different red pigment (or modify the
typical red pigment), with a possibility of a qualitative difference between the alleles as
regards this modification; there is Mso the possibility of a qualitative difference between
the brown pigment in Mleles such as satsuma and apricot, and a differential effect on the
state of reduction in the different pigment regions in an allele such as coral; the positioneffect and the m u t a n t alleles are ~ e a t l y influenced in their expression by environmental
factors, especially so in the ease of the allele blood; many modifying genes have a specific
effect on the Nlele eosin, while according to Mainx (1938) the modifier cream-a, also reduces
the pigmentation of other light members of the series.
Some conclusions may be drawn from a consideration of all these effects and interrelations. It will be remembered t h a t the brown pigment is formed by a reaction chain
which starts as the amino-acid tryptophane, this being oxidized to kynurenin (v") and
this again to brown chromogen (cn+); these two substances are hormone-like diffusible
substances, the former produced by the Malpighian tubes, eye tissues and fat bodies, and
the latter by the fn'st two tissues only. The reduction effected in the brown pigment eon~en~
of the mutant alleles of white is apparently not in these early stages; the eyes of these
muta.nts contain v+ and cn + substances, since Ephrussi & Chevais (1938) have shown by
transplantation of larval eye disks into detector host larvae t h a t the more dilute the eye
eolonr of the implant the greater is the intensity of effect on the host eye--the liberation
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ofghe ~wo substances by the implant eye is inversely proportional to the utilization of these
substances hy the eye, while utilization is proportional to the pigmentation. The red
9 -* on t,he other hand, appears to be autonomously produced in situ, so that it is
Plgm.e~,~'~,at, this oi~ment might be affected at any of s primary stao<es bv the white
-P::Tes Since, however, there exists the aforementioned close relationship bet'~,~,7eel], the
red and brown components at the same stage of development, al{d since the deposition
of brown pigment starts earlier than that of the red, and brown pigment production is also
affected by these alleles, these genes evidently affect a stage in pigment production just
prior to their first appearance by deposition. Further, since the extracted pigments most
likely consist, of the chromophore groups, and since it is evident t h a t the red chromophorc
group is qualit, atively modified, it seems t h a t the white alleles do not directly affecl; the
chromoprot,ein nor the protein carrier. Pigment in the eye of Drosophgla is first visible in
granules; il" ~he protein carrier is a non-diffusible protein, and if in vivo the ehromophore
group is bouml to such a carrier (]3ecker, 19~12), tlien the ca.trier must form the gramlle
or be locat,ed in the granule. In the case of the white alleles no evidence was found that
there is a general decrease in the number of granules. Inspection of the secondary pigment
cells of t,he alleles satsuma, coral and eosin shows a reduction or dilution, in that order, of
pigment concentration, but lm apparent equivMent decrease in the number of granules;
the alleles mnst, then modify a stage, common to the two pigments, prior to the formation
of the chromo phore groups, and this stage is possibly such t h a t a common substrate and/or
a specific enzyme is utilized.
The phenotypic effects of white-mottled-4- are of two kinds: first, there is suppression
of pigment,at,ion in certain ommatidial elements, these are derived from cell lines in which
pigmentation is blocked, and this blocking is probably t h a t of the development and
different,iation of the substrate due to change of locus into the neighbourhood of heterochromat,in t,aldng effect in these particular cell lines; secondly, the centrifugal movement
of deposit,ion of pigment is slowed down (Nolle, 1950), which again m a y be ascribed to an
effect,on the differential,ion of the substrate for the red pigment,--a slowing down of the
rate of product,ion but not a qualitative change. This reduction in rate is probably also
the cause of t,he histological pictltre of the eyes of:these mutant alleles where the primary
cells are wholly brown, with red restricted to the basal regions (here the aggregate eolour
of the granules is a purplish brown). The differential action of the whit,e alleles on the
two pigment, quantities m a y then also be ascribed to t~he inefl%ien~ (and/or modified)
different,Jar,ion of two subst,rat,es from a more or less common source, and simultaneously
the arising of a qualitative difference in the red ehromophore group; this appears to be
the most, likely explanat,ion for t,he quantitat,ive differential and qualitatively different
effect~ of t,hese genes9 ~ corollary of this hypothesis would be that the modification of
one of the t,wo snbstrates to the point of total suppression might lead to an over-supply
ofsubst,ratc for the other ehromogen; the very large amount of brown pigment in the eyes
of the allele sat,suma is a pointer in this direct,ion. This premise does not necessarily imply
thai; a compel, ilion results bet,ween two ehromogens for a common substrate as was
proposed for ccrt,ain flower pigments by Lawrence & Seott-iTl~oncrieff (1935), in which one
limited precursor exists for all pigments while the other is unlimited but dependent upon
the specific act,ion of various genes for its quantities and variations, l~ather may it be
taken t,o imply tha~ if the differentiation of the common substrate is limited in one of the
specific direct,ions, part, of it ma.y be diverted to the alternate specific requirement This
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mode of action of the white locus is indicated in Fig. 9, which is an elaboration and ra0db
fication of the scheme first proposed for eye pigmentation in Drosophila by Beadle &
Tatuln (194-1) and Ephrussi (194:2). The smaller size of the basal pigment ceils of the allele
coral, and the lower alleles, does not seem to fit into this mode of action excepting Jay
pleiotropic action, that is, unless there is an interrelation between the products of, and/0r
substances used by, these genes and the general structural proteins required by the eye,
in which case the granules are laid down at more or less the same time as when the chromo.
phore groups are being produced. Evidence for this possibility may be adduced from the
findings of Pilkington (1941-2) on the embryological development of the eye of Drosophila,
According to his observatimls the optic disk of the larva differentiates in the pupa, so that
of its three layers the cells of the outer layer are clearly seen to be the primary pigment
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cells only dm'ing the second day of pupal life ; the expansion and elongation of the retinula8
take place only at about 48 hr. after pupation, to be followed by their envelopment by abe
inner of the three layers (the futm'e secondary and basal pigment cells), this process taking
place during the third day of pupal life. This period of pupal life coincides with the firs~
appearance of colour in the eye---the processes of l~igment-cell growth and orientation and
the elongation from the primitive small rounded shape, and the formation and depositi0n
of pigment must take place more or less simultaneously, possibly also the product, ion of
the pigment granules. If the account of Pilkington is correct, that the development of gh8
secondary pigmeat cells takes place by their outward extension between the elongaging
ommatidia, we would have a reasonable explanation of the centrifugal movemeng of
deposition of pigment, i.e. the pigment appears in their granules while the cells arc still
elongating outward. Any mutant gene which affects the amounts or the rate of production
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of the substrate(s) of the pigments and secondarily the protein carrier and the pigment
granules, might then influence the size of the basal pigmen.t cells, especially if the observed
redac$ion is apparent only, but what is reduced is actually the number of granules which
become limited to the basal parts of the cells; these cells are probably the last to be modified
in shape a,d orientation around the proximal tips of the retinulae.
On ghe basis of the observed data and the discussed assumptions we could then visualize
~he action of the white locus as being of the following type. The normal gene differentiates
~he commOn substrate for the use of the red and brown elhrolnogens and secondarily
produces substances which are utilized in the formation of the protein carrier and/or
pigment gramdes, h!llutant genes of this locus reduce the rate of differentiation of the
substrate (to a certain extent also qualitatively) so that consequences appear in the type
of pigment deposited, the region of deposition, and in the granules. The diffusible precursors of the brown pigment are ready for the final transformation and deposition before
the precursot.~ of the red pigment, and consequently the slowed-down production of
sabstrate becomes evident in tlhres aspects : first, the primary pigment cells are filled with
brown pigment; secondly, the reduced amount of red pigment by the slowing down of
production is limited to the basal region, taking a longer period of time to reach its specific
ma.,dmum concentration; thirdly, the necessary presumed secondary products being
limited in amount, the basal pigment cells form a reduced number of granules. The mutant
allelesmost li kely modit~ the specific enzyme which acts at this stage, so that a qualitatively
modified enzyme acts differentially on the quantities and quality of the substrate and
secondary product,s it produces. The specific action of the various white alleles cannot be
accounted for b y t h e hypothesis of Stern (19~3), formulated in connexion with the work
on the cubitus interruptus alleles of D~'osoplzila, that all alleles control the transformation
of a single substrate into a specific immediate product but differ independently in two
steps, viz. the power of interacting with the subsl~ral~e and the effective rate of formation
of the product. If the alleles, however, govern the production of different intermediate
products, the pleiotropic effect of various alleles of the white locus in changh~g the shape
of the spermathecae, as demonstrated by Dobzhansky & I-Iolz (1943), m a y be related to
the presmned secondary products. In the formation of the spermathecae the alleles act
on the same or a similar substrate in a different region, but the main product is now the
type of protein which in the eye is utilized for the protein carrier and/or pigment granule
and which is here used as a structural protein :for a different purpose ; this would bring the
action of these genes more into line with the exclusive occurrence of spurious pleiotropy as
posiatlated by Griineberg (19~[3), i.e. that no completely different independent primary
actions can be ascribed to a single gene. Oliver (1947) described an analogous case in
Drosol)hiIa where various alleles of lozenge (lz) have effects upon the size and shape of the
eye and arrangement of the facets, while also causing an alteration in the quantities of
both pigments in the eye (as judged macroscopically), though seriation of effects on pigmeut does not follow exactly that of facet effects ; in addition, there are abnormal genitalia,.
e.g. the reduction or absence of spermatheeae. According to Oliver all these effects m a y
be related to oue primary action of the genes, the control of cell differentiation.
The specific action of the position-effect white-mottled-t- can also be rigged into the
proposed scheme, lntrachromosomal change will in certain cell lines totally inhibit the
formation of' the two substrates and the secondary product, so that there is an absence
of pigmentation (this is due to the unexplained effect of heterochromatin on euchromatie
,Join'u, of Chmct,ics 51
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genes); in other cell lines the inhibition is only partial, appearing as a slowing down of
production; lowerhlg the temperature augments the effect of the intrachromosomul change.
In the case of the allele blood the effect of temperature is on the action of the gent on the
common s ubstrate at that level of differential specificity where the qualitative lnodificati~a
of the red pigment is less than in the case of the other alleles (of. Fig. 6 for the rela~ively
greater absorption in the middle wave-lengths of the curve for blood); at this level 0f
specific modification of the gene the temperature seems to affect the different,Jar,ion of
the two substrutes more nearly equally, and a lowering of the temperature causes an
increase in the duration of the life cycle so t h a t the gene with i'~s l owe~:ed efi%ieney has
a longer time available for the production of more pigment.
The incomplete dominance of the normal allele of white over m u t a n t allele~s may be
accounted for on the basis of the interference effect as postulated by Stern (1!)-19) in the
case where the joint effect of a cubitus interrul?tUS allele~and the wild-type allele is smalle:
thall t h a t of the more effective allele alone; in the present case this interference is explained
as due to a competition of the mutant allele, with its qualitatively different effect, with
the normal allele, for the same substrate.
The genes of the ruby group reduce eye pigmentation, both pigments being affcet,ed t0
a differential extent by the fern' genes ; consequently the suggestion of Schultz (1935) that
there might be no differences in specificity between two loci excepting that of difference
in amount ag each locus does not apply, the more so if the specific histological changes are
taken into account. A comparison of the effects on pigment reduction by ruby, carmine,
garnet a and carnation and of their combinations inter se shows 'abut these effects are
overlapping. Whereas in cases of developmental independence or of complementary ac~i0n
we should expect to find additive effects in compounds, in the case of these specific genes
we find sub-additivs effects following their combination. As further indication of their
overlapping effect we might refer to the dolninance changes which were enumerat, ed in
connexion w i t h Table 1 of a previous publication (Nolle, 1952). The gene carna~i0~
especially manifests itself in heterozygotes of combinations. Such instances of semidominance are suggestive of a lowering of threshold in cert~ain reactions by a gent whioh
in its effect overlaps that of carnation, so that a single dose of the latter in combinagi0n
with the former is able to manifest~ itself in this reaction.
To analyse the action of the genes of the ruby group the observed overlapping of effects
m a y be taken as a starting point. A first step in the approach to this problem is t,o inqaire
into the ultimate reason for the production of materials of the nature of pigment,s, and for
this we must go out fl'om the premise that pigmentation is a problem closely eo,mected
with the general problem of protein metabolism. There is no lack of examples to demonstrafe this connexion. Castle (194-1) has shown the general relation between body size
and coat colour in rodents; brown mice are larger than Mucks, but when the former
are heterozygous for the gens for leaden this size advantage is greatly reduced, and when
homozygous for leaden the advantage is reversed in favour of t~lle black. This pointer
to the fact t h a t pigmenbation may be only the secondary, more superficial, effect ot' a gene,
brings us to a short review of the relation of pigments t~o one aspect of protein metabolism,
viz. excretion. Are pigments, in part, excretory products? In Drosophilids pigment,s are
fmmd not only in the eye but in other body parts, e.g. the Nalpighian tubes, test,es, eta.
Brehme & Demerec (194-2) have made a survey of 3/Ialpighian tube colour for the eyec01our mutants of D. melanogaste'r, a.nd have shown that there exists a. general relation
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be~een the tube colour and the colom' of t~he eye, e.g. the tubes of raspberry 2 are close
~o bright yellow (where those of the wild-type are bright yellow), of r a b y and carmine
a very pale yellow, of satsnma, close to bright yellow, of blood very pale yellow at 25 ~ C.
bu~ darker at 3.9~ C., while those of eosin, apricot and white are colourless; these colonrs
are all evidently proportional to the amount of brown pigment in the eye as shown in
~he tests of the present study, though exceptions occur, since the mutants scarlet and
~,ermiliollhave pale yellow tubes. Cochrane (1.938) compared the colour of testes and eyes
i~ 1). pseudoobscu'ra, and found that the amount of pigment in the testis sheath of various
mutants is correlated with the amount of pigment laid down in the eye. For whitemottled-4 it was found by Muller (1930) t h a t the testicular membrane had a mottled
colour. If these pigments in ~he various parts of the body are in part due to excretion we
do not have far to seek for a reason; in the case of insects normal excretion is impossible
during the period of metamorphosis, so t h a t the formation of pigments may be an adaptation for get,t,ing rid of certain products which have to be removed from active metabolism.
In the c~useof the brown ]?igment precm'sor, kynurenin, we find a substance which may b e
u~iversally presen~ and which is formed by all cells of the body so t h a t it is a normal
product of metabolism in the cell; it has been :found active in the metabolism of mammals
and has been shown to be an intermediate in the formation of the vitamin nicotinic acid
t~omgryptophane by the fnngns Neu'rospora (Beadle, Mitchell & Nyc, 19~i7). However, the
close relationship between kynarenin and protein metabolism in Drosophila and other
insects has been stressed by the following facts. First, kynnrenin appears dltring metamorphosis which is the phase characterized by large-scale protein catabolism; secondly,
when vermilion larvae arc partially starved some brown pigment is produced so that some
kyaurenin must have been formed (Beadle, Tatnm & Claney, 1938); thirdly, kynurenin
was found not only in the eye but also in the excretory organs by Beadle (1937), who
found that there is a general, but not simple, relation between the release of this diffusible
substance and the depth of pigmentation of the tubes ; fourthly, kynurenin is not specific
but occurs in the lymph of a variety of insects, e.g. Habrobracon, Ephestia, Bombyx (Beadle,
Anderson & Maxwell, 1938), where it plays a role as precm'sor in pigmentation, though
Becket (1939) has pointed out that the substance is utihzed for the production of different
kinds of ommatins in these different ldnds of insects. Since kynnrenin is a derivative of
tryptophane and this again is a breakdown product of protein metabolism, it may be that
the mechanism of excretion is adapted to get rid of the excess tryptophane which couid
have a dist,urbing effect on intracellnlar respiration. In t h a t case the oxidation to kynurenin leaves the latter to be got rid of or to be utilized in one way or another. In mammals
(and partly in D~rosophila) it seems t h a t kynnrenin can be o~dized to kynnrenic acid
wkich is excreted, but in D~'osophila and other insects kynurenin, serves as precursor for
various pigments of a special group.
On the other hand, the red pigment of Drosophilids and related families is a special
type, but might by analogy be presumed to have an origin similar in kind to that of the
brown pigment and from a related kind of protein breakdown product; though the production of the red pigment has been accepted to take place in situ, it has never been
Conclusively proved that a diffnsible substance is not required in its production.
The action of a gone active in tryptophane oxidation in the mcalmoth Ephestic~ has
been stndied by Caspari (1946)and its importance is shown by the following data. The
gene a inhibits the oxidation of trypgophane to kynm:enin so that tryptophane is stored,
12-2
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because in adults there was a significant increase in this substance, determined as per.
centage of dry weight; the excess was shown to be present mainly or totally in progeina
wtfich might be of a changed type since in one experiment aa produced whitish grey protei~a
instead of the normal pink type; other effects were changes in eye colour, also th(,. eolour of
the optic ganglia, the testes and the larval hypodermis, while tihe general viability and speed
of development were reduced--an impressive array of facts sh.owing how a single genB
substitution may upset the whole metabolic equilibrium. On the other hand, the prirae
ca,use of all these changes could be sought for in a single biochemical step which produe~
the array of secondary metabolic changes. In the last decade a grea~ amount ol; eviden~
has aecunmlated that there is a close relationship between a specific gene and a specific
chemical reaction, in various organisms from bacteria to man. Since genes seem to direct
biochemical reactions by directing enzyme specificities, and since enzymes are related to
the proteins, it is implied by this hypothesis tbat genes will direct protein specifieities;
we could envisage that for every type of protein there is a corresponding gene, but ~ha~
such a specific type of protein could be utilized in diverse biochemical activities and ghag
thus a modification of this type by mutation could influence diverse ultimate products.
In order to apply this hypothesis in the analysis of gene action in the case of the ruby
group of mutants some additional facts may be mentioned. With respect to the reduction
in brown pigment content by the four genes the reducing factor cannot apparently bB
ascribed directly tO a deficiency in the amounts of precursors in the eye, since Ephrussi
Beadle (1937) have demonstrated by transplantation methods that the optic disks contain
these substances; in other body parts, however, reduced amounts appear. For the red
pigment an analogous state might exist with respect to the precursors. In addi$1on,
transplanted disks of these mutants in wild-type hosts appear to develop their eye pigmentation autonomously. On the other hand, it should be noted that for Drosophila
pseudoobscurait has been demonstrated in transplantation experiments by Gottschewsld
Tan (1938) t h a t the ruby mutant (homologous to garnet of D. melanogaster),when imphmted
in a vermilion host, partly changes its eye colour to that of the wild-type, but when implanted in the wild-type the eye coloar develops autonomously; they postulated a ruby
hormone in vermilion but not in wild-type flies, but it seems more probable that, beeans8
of blocking of part of the pigment process more of some other pigment precursor or
substrate could be obtained from vermilion flies than from the wild-type (which uses this
material for its own pigmentation). Even in the case of the ruby group of mnt,a:~ts in
D. melanogaster it is not certain that the macroscopic inspection of implanted eyes has
not detected some change in the pigmentation process due to an effect of the host, becaus~
no objective tests have been made.
To summarize and test the various possibilities for the type of action of this group of
genes the following may be stated. First, on comparing the amounts of reduction in
pigment content there appears to be no competition for substrates since a greater deereasa
in brown pigment is not generally accompanied by a lesser decrease in red pigment, as
the differential effects shown by the fore" genes on the reduction in the two pigment~s even
eliminate the possibility that a common substrate is diverted for the production of one
pigment on the reduction in production of the other. Secondly, purely complementary
action or developmental independence in the production of precursors or subsi~rat~
necessary for pigmentation is excluded because in t h a t ease there should appear m0r6
highly additive effects on combination of the genes than have been observed. 'l?kird[y,
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the genes do not seem to stand in a sequential relation to each other, i.e. no direct successive action ill a particular developmental sequence is evident, since in that case either
epistatic interaction-effects should appear in combinations between these genes or, if the
mutant genes are hypomorphs, the quantitative combination-effects could[ be expected
to fall in a geometric progressive series. The results of interaction actually obtained, however, may be summed up as :follows. The quantitative reduction in the ammmts of the
two pigments is of a differential kind for the four genes individually, and in combinations
the further reduction is disproportionate and sub-additive. These reductions caused by
the mutant loci are accompanied[ by histological modifications in the eye-pigmentary
system (Nolte, ].950). Such modifications generally a]?pear to be cpistatic in combinations
with other genes of the group, with the white alleles and with the position-effect; examples
are the large brown granules in the primary cells of ruby, brown granules in these cells
of garnet3, a great decrease in basal pigment cell size in carnation (or as postulated for the
white locus, a great decrease in granule number in these cells).
To account t'or all these facts the following working hypothesis is formulated. The wildtype alleles of ,rb, c,m, 93 and ca,,r are genes directing the specificities of enzymes which are
utilized in the hreakdown of various specific proteins dm'ing the stages of metamorphosis ;
some of the various products of this breakdown will be required for the resynthesis of
cy~ophusmicproteins, etc., and will be reconstructed into tissues of the imaginal body, and[
this reconstruction is likelyto be under the control of the same specific enzyme system. Some
of the products of the action of the four genes will be expected to be similar (amino-acids
and other residues). The eye will make use of some of these materials in the various
reactions leading up to pigmentation, e.g. precm'sors, substrates, chromophore carriers,
granules, and in the eye the specific enzymes will have a synthesizing action. Mutation
at these loci results in genes with, for example, hypolnorphic action, and less of the abovementioned products will be formed, although some of them are still similar; one result
will be that the eye will obtain insuNcient amounts of the products required for Nll pigmentation. Larval eye disks of these mutants might not develop normal eye pigmentation
when transplanted into the wild-type, but it must be noted that even if they were supplied
with the required products by the host, these developing eyes do not contain the Nll
requisite system of enzymes to synthesize the normal products to the full ammmt.
On the hasis of the proposed hypothesis some paradoxical effects of interaction between
these mutant genes, e.g. the inverse quantitative relations between different genes when
combined in pairs or threes, and the reversed quantitative relations of carmine with ruby
and carnation as regards the brown and red pigments when combined with st and bw
respectively, may be accounted for by the fact that more than one substance is involved
in the interrelated complex of reactions; for as Waddington (19~9) puts it in connexion
with differentiation during development, the cross-connexions between different synthetic
sequences will be numerous and complicated in a system where different ldnds of protein
synthesis may go on and where a large number of different amino-acids and other hfilding
blocks are involved, and one can envisage the possibility that a change of rate of synthesis
(in the present case also of breakdown) of any one protein might cause qttite a number of
changes in the collection of proteins which would be the end-products of the reacting
system.
A system of interactions, somewhat similar to that illustrated diagrammatically :in
l~ig. 9, is visualized for the four genes under discussion, and[ under such a system these
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genes are eye-colom' genes by indirect effect only, i.e. the effects arise epigem~tieally.
The nearly total diluting effect in combinations such as t h a t of ruby with eosin or carmine
with apricot can be fitted into the scheme ; the mutation to ruby or to carmine reduces the
a.mount of materials, e.g. common substrate, available for the differentiating action of the
white locus, and if the gene at the latter locus is a hypomorphic type the ah'eady inettieieat
factor will have to work on subnormal amounts of material. Other gene loci, manit'e~ed
by their effects o1.1eye colom: as the result of genetic change, m a y be found to fit into the
complex system of interrelated processes resulting in the fully pigmented eye in a manner
similar to t h a t postulated for the loci tested. What other possible modifications are Caused
in other body parts by the mutant forms of these genes remain to be determined, but
suggestive evidence.for such modifications is found in the data obtained by Fox (1%9)ia
his imnmnogenetic studies on Drosophila. He prepared antigens tu
the whole bodies
of flies, obtained antisera from rabbits, and found that an isogenic strain had an antigenic
component not possessed by the m u t a n t ruby derived from it by X-radiation. This lack
in the ruby m u t a n t might be postulated to be based on the lack of a specific protein and
supports the hypothesis .that the normal allele of ruby has as main function the breakdowns
and resynthesis of proteins; if there results an inefficient action by the mutant gene and
a deficit of certain residues, e.g. amino-acids, such a change in proportion of the required
building blocks during the synthesis of imaginal tissues could reasonably be expected t0
cause changes in one or other protein.
The complex network.of interrelations in the production of even such an apparen~Iy
simple trait as eye pigmentation is again demonstrated by considering the two alleles of
carnation; whereas one allele produces twice the amount of red pigment of the o~her
but a more or less equivalent amount of brown pigment, in combination with the coral
allele of the white locus the first allele reduces the red pigment content of coral to a sligh~
extent and the brown pigment content to a greater extent, while the second allele of
carnation causes twice the amount of reduction in both pigments. There are differential
effects in the interaction of these two alleles with coral, and the disproportionateness of
effect is clear if the total amounts of pigment of each of the two alleles are taken as base,
so t h a t the close relation between the production chains of the red and brown pigments
is again demonstrated.
In the case of the mutant raspberry ~ it has been. noted t h a t accompanying the his~0logical disarrangement in the secondary and basal pigment cell regions (Nolte, 1950) there
are various other effects: a reduction in red pigment content but not in that of brmra,
although Ephrussi & Beadle (1937) and Ephrussi & Chevais (1938) have shown by transplantation experiments that raspberry ~ eyes are deficient in kynurenin; the primary cells
have brown pjgment 0nly; the combination of raspberry 2 with st shows the epist, at,ic effes~
of the former and with bw the epistatic effect of the latter on pigment content,; t,he c0mbinations with the alleles of white also show the apparently epistatic effect of t,he latter;
in combination with sca.rlet and satsuma the cellular disarrangement of raspberry 2 is
epistatic, but not in the combination with brown. In the main these facts indicate the
possibility t h a t the normal gene of raspberry 2 may act on the synthesis of produ0t~,
e.g. cytoplasmic proteins, for oellnlar differentiation, so t h a t it can be fitted iat,o ~he
scheme of _Fig. 9 at t h a t level.
The nol;mal alleles of scarlet and brown have generally been postulated to a{'li~et,~h0
.final production stages of the brown and red pigments respectively, for examph;, by
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ca~a.lysing the union of chromogen and substrate. Both loci in their mutant forms, however, also affect the histological characteristics of the granules; scarlet causes the prodtmtio~ of large granules or agglutinations in the outer region of the eye, and brown reduces
the basal pigment cells or granule number, also the extent of the post-retinal pigment and
probably the number of granules in the secondary cells (Nolte, 1950). It should further
be ~oted that in combination with the genes of the ruby group scarlet affects the production
of large red pigment granules in an ascending order for number which is more or less
equivalent to an ascending order of brown pigment,content of these mutants, viz. no big
ganules evident in the combination carmine-scarlet, some big granules in ruby-scarlet,
more big granules in garneta-scarlet, and many big granules in carnation-scarlet (Nolte,
1950). These data fit the normM allele of brown into the scheme of reactions near the
level of aetiolt proposed for the white gene, so that the mutant brown affects the pigment
production by hthibiting the formation of the red chromophore group and reducing the
amount of some immediate product(s) required ibr the protein carrier and/or granules;
the mutant brown might, possibly also affect the red chromophore group, if the total
amotmt is not suppressed, in a manner similar to the white alleles. The normal allele of
scarlet would then react at the level of formation of brown chromophore in such a way
that, because the process is inhibited by the mutant scarlet, more of the common substrate
(and by-products) is diverted for the use of the red pigment system--this could explain
the increased size of some of the red granules and the higher pigment content found in the
eyes of this nmtant:
Finally, it should be pointed out that the network of interrelations existing in the
development of eye pigment is based on genetic relationships which are partly occasioned
by proteh~ breakdown during metamorphosis and the necessity of getting rid of excretory
by-product~ : it may be said that in Drosol)hila the tnultiplicity of eye-colour changes and
genes is due to the occurrence of two pigments and the necessity of having to pass through
a stage of metamorphosis during development. On the basis of the common occun'ence
of kynurenin as. a by-product of metabolism in many insects and the homologies of most
eye-eolour genes in many species of D~'osol)hila, the use of such a substance by the eye is
explainable as an adaptive mechanism which is firmly established by selection. Although
the red pigment seems to be a specific type in Drosophilids, it may c0neeivab]y be the
product of a type of process analogous to that of the brown pigment, with a. similar type
of precursor, possibly resulting from the metabolism of the yeast food common to this
organism.
~UMMAI~Y

This investigation was mMnly directed at the solution of the problem of the multiplicity
of eye-eolour genes in D,rosol~hila melanogaste~'.
1. For the purposes of routine quantitative comparison of the red and brown eye
pigments of different mutant strains with those of the wild-type, methods are described
for the rearing of normM-sized flies and for the extraction of the two pigments and their
spectrophotometric analysis. The light-absorption curves are given of these pigments in
the wild-type and various mutants, singly and in combination. The two pigments typical
of the wil&type are found in all mutants with the exception of the alleles of the white
locus which condition the production of a qualitatively changed red pigment.
2. Quantitative estimations of the pigments in the wild-type and the different mutants
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studied indicate the following effects of m u t a n t genes : w "'~ has decreased amounts of both
pigments, with the red pigment content varying greatly with temperature changes; rots2
has a decreased amolmt of red pigment; the genes of the r u b y group, rb, cm, g'a and car,
cft'ect a reduction in the content of both pigments, but there is no simple relation between
the ammmts of this reduction, the four genes showing differential effects on the two pig.
ments; the alleles of ,to reduce the amount of red pigment to a great extent and the browll
pigment content to a varying extent for the different alleles, but again the effcct~s on the
two pigments are differential, there being no shuple linear quantitative ratio between the
anlol/tnts in the different alleles; st suppresses the production of the brown pigment but
possibly causes an increase in red pigment con}cut; bw suppresses the production of the
red pigment (unless a small amount of qualitatively changed red pigment is formed) and
also reduces the brown pigment content; combinations between the genes of the rul~y
group, inter se and with st and bw, show sub-additive interaction effects and an overlapping
in the mode of their action; two alleles of car show a simple quantitative relation in the
amount of red pigment produced.
3. A scheme is presented to show some of the interrelationships which exist between
the various genes which affect eye pigmentation. The probable mode of action of the normal
allele of white is at the level where a common substrate is differentiated for the formation
of specific substrates for the red and brown chromogens, but where also certain by-products
are formed for utilization in the protein carrier and granule system. The normal alleles of
scarlet and brown then fit into the scheme at a later level, i.e. t h a t of chromophore or
chromoprotein formation. The action of the normal allele of raspberry 2 seems to be at the
level of cellular differentiation. In connexion with the mode of action of the normal alleles
of the genes for ruby, carmine, garnet a and carnation the concept is developed that many
cye-colour genes affect eye pigmentation only indirectly, i.e. eye colour is influeneexl by
them epigenetically, conscquen'~ on their main flmction being "~he dh'ccting of enzyme
spccificitics for "~he breakdown and resynthcsis of proteins during metamorphosis; the
products of breakdown arc utilized in the eye-pigmentary system which in this activity
is partly an excretory system.
The author is much indebted to Dr M. Demercc of the D e p a r t m e n t of Genetics, Carnegie
Institution of Washington, for supplying him with most of the strains of cyc-eol0ur
mutants used in this investigation. Grateful acknowledgement is also extended to
Dr J. Gillman of the Medical School, University of the Witwatersrand, for allowing th0
use of the spectrophotomcters.
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